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ABSTRACT
Proteolysis plays a vital role in cellular processes including regulatory pathways and protein
quality control in prokaryotes and eukaryotes. ATP-dependent protein degradation is mediated
by multimeric protease complexes, each consisting of a AAA+ ATPase and a peptidase
component. Substrate selection by the proteases is a highly regulated process to ensure
minimal errant protein degradation. Substrates are usually recognized by proteases through
degradation tags or degrons. Accessory proteins called adaptors can also modulate substrate
selection by proteases. These adaptors have the potential to affect substrate specificity as well
as expand the repertoire of substrates that can be degraded by proteases. Understanding how
proteases interact with a wide range of adaptors and substrates can provide valuable insight
into the complex process of substrate selection.
In this thesis, I have investigated the interaction between the AAA+ protease CIpXP and the
adaptor protein SspB. The highly conserved N-terminal domain of the unfoldase CIpX interacts
with SspB and other specific adaptor proteins and substrates. However, these binding partners
do not use one simple sequence motif to mediate the protein-protein interaction. This diversity in
protein-binding was further demonstrated by the cross-species CIpX-SspB interactions in
Caulobacter crescentus and Escherichia coli. Despite little sequence homology, C. crescentus
SspB (ccSspBa) and E. coli SspB (EcSspB) are able to interact with CIpX from either species. We
analyzed these interactions to understand how the N-terminal domain of CIpX is able to
recognize diverse adaptors and substrates while still retaining specificity. We identified the
region important for interaction of ccSspBa with CIpX. Mutagenesis studies of the C-terminal
region of the adaptor were conducted and the variants were tested for their ability to functionally
interact with the CIpXP protease. Using these data and the results of peptide-binding
experiments, we identified residues within the C-terminal region of ccSspBa that are important
for tethering to CIpX. We also conducted functional and peptide-binding studies on the EcSspB
CIpX-binding (XB) region. Interestingly, the two XB regions are very different in both length and
sequence. However, despite this dissimilarity, competition studies argue that the two XB
peptides bind to identical or overlapping sites of the CIpX N domains of C. crescentus and E.
coli. This cross-species interaction between SspB and CIpX highlights how the CIpX N domain
provides a versatile platform for binding a variety of adaptors and substrates.
We also performed a proteomic-screen to investigate the effect of SspB on CIpXP substrate
profile in E. coli. The preliminary data has provided a list of candidate SspB-interacting
substrates, further analyses of which will contribute to the understanding of the biological impact
of SspB on substrate selection by CIpXP.
Thesis Supervisor: Tania A. Baker
Title: E. C. Whitehead Professor of Biology
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
Part I. Background and Significance of Proteolysis.
Proteolysis is important for protein quality control and several regulatory mechanisms in the
cells of both prokaryotes and eukaryotes. Given that proteins are involved in virtually all
biological pathways in the cell, it is extremely important that they are maintained in their proper
structures and at optimal levels. Regulation of protein levels and, consequently, functions can
occur at many stages of protein synthesis, such as during transcription, translation, or even by
modifications made post-translationally. However, when a fast, switch-like response is required,
regulated proteolysis is a particularly efficient way to quickly alter protein levels.
Cells can be exposed to a multitude of environmental stresses from their surroundings,
including changes in temperature, pH, or salt concentration. These stress factors can have
detrimental effects on protein folding thereby affecting protein activity. In addition to the loss of
protein function, unfolding also results in the exposure of normally hidden hydrophobic residues,
leading to undesired protein-protein interactions and, in extreme cases, aggregation. A
characteristic type of aggregation of usually soluble proteins can be observed in several
neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson's, Huntington's, and Alzheimer's (Forman et al.,
2004).
Formation of protein aggregates can be prevented by removal of unfolded or misfolded proteins.
One method of dealing with these aberrant proteins is by using molecular chaperones, which
bind exposed hydrophobic patches and help proteins refold into correct conformations. The
other, more drastic way of removing misfolded proteins is by proteolysis. The defective proteins
are targeted to the proteolytic machinery in the cell where they are broken down into smaller
peptides and the amino acids recycled.
In addition to protein quality control, proteolysis is also used as a regulatory mechanism for
various cellular processes, such as the cell cycle, gene transcription, and the immune response
(Tanaka and Chiba, 1998). In eukaryotes, entry and progress through mitosis is driven by a
number of kinases and phosphatases. The balance between these two groups of enzymes
regulates the different stages during the cycle. Although phosphorylation is reversible, the
irreversible degradation of a kinase or phosphatase provides directionality to the cell cycle. The
timing of degradation of the various cell cycle components, such as cyclins and Aurora kinases,
is very important to ensure that the stages of mitosis are able to proceed in an orderly manner
(Pines, 2006). Proteolysis is also a key process regulating the tumor suppressor p53, which is
usually degraded and kept at low levels in the cell. However, under stress conditions, p53 is
stabilized and activated to turn on expression of genes involved in cell cycle arrest, apoptosis,
and DNA repair (Marine and Lozano, 2010).
The aim of this work is to understand how the proteolytic machinery chooses specific proteins
for destruction. The next part of this chapter (part II) will give an overview of the cell's proteolytic
system and its intricate modes of substrate selection. The topic of substrate recognition has
been divided into three main sections: degradation signals, features of the proteolytic
machinery, and adaptor proteins. Both eukaryotic and prokaryotic systems are discussed with
an emphasis on bacterial proteases.
Part II. Substrate Selection by the Proteolytic Machinery
A. Degradation tags (Degrons).
A principle method of targeting proteins for destruction is the use of degradation tags or degrons
on substrates. These tags enable proteases to recognize proteins marked for degradation.
Degrons may be short sequences encoded in the primary amino acid sequence of proteins (e.g.
the ssrA-tag in prokaryotes, see below). This section will focus on examples of some well-
characterized degrons in prokaryotes and eukaryotes.
1. Prokaryotes.
i. Protein Quality Control and the ssrA taq deqron
The ssrA-tagging system is an elegant method used to remove aberrant polypeptides in
prokaryotes. The main player in the ssrA-tagging system is ssrA (small stable RNA A), a stable
approximately 360-nucleotide RNA molecule that exhibits both mRNA- and tRNA-like
properties. The highly conserved ssrA gene is responsible for the elimination of defective
polypeptides in all eubacteria (Karzai et al., 2000). These polypeptides can arise from
translation of cleaved or prematurely terminated mRNA molecules. In this situation, the cell is
faced with stalled ribosomes and aberrant polypeptides. In E. coli, ssrA, charged with Ala by
alanyl-tRNA synthetase, binds the stalled ribosomes and behaves like a tRNA in adding Ala to
nascent polypeptides. The ribosome then switches to translating the mRNA-like sequence of
ssrA to add 10 more residues to the polypeptides, resulting in tagging with the peptide
sequence "AANDENYALAA" at the C-termini (Fig. 1.1). This 10-residue-coding-sequence is
followed by a normal termination codon, thereby freeing the ribosomes for more rounds of
protein synthesis and releasing the polypeptides with ssrA tags. Sequence determinants within
the ssrA tag are recognized by proteases, which bind and subsequently degrade the tagged
polypeptides (Gottesman et al., 1998; Keiler et al., 1996).
Despite variation in the actual sequence, certain characteristics are shared by most identified
ssrA tags in the different organisms. The tag usually consists of polar residues followed by a
hydrophobic pentapeptide. In addition, all of them contain the C-terminal Ala. Multiple proteases
recognize the ssrA tag albeit the sequences recognized by specific proteases are not always
identical. It is thought that the sequence of the tag is optimized in organisms depending on
which protease is primarily responsible for ssrA-tagged substrate degradation (Gur and Sauer,
2008; Karzai et al., 2000).
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Figure 1.1. The different steps in ssrA-tagging in prokaryotes. If a ribosome stalls on a defective
mRNA, the ssrA molecule is recruited to the translation site, leading to the addition of a C-
terminal degradation tag on the polypeptide (Figure taken from (Karzai et al., 2000)).
ii. Intrinsic Degradation Signals
As mentioned earlier, many functional proteins are degraded by proteases as a mode of
controlling various biological pathways. Many of the proteins that are regulated by proteolysis
contain intrinsic degradation signals in their primary sequence. Usually these degrons are
located near the N- or C-termini of proteins, which may be because those regions are easier for
proteases to access. The DNA-binding protein Dps in E. coli has been shown to be regulated by
proteolysis (Stephani et al., 2003). Dps binds non-specifically to DNA to form stable
nucleoprotein complexes known as biocrystals and confers protection in conditions such as
oxidative stress, UV and gamma irradiation, thermal stress, metal toxicity, etc. (Almiron et al.,
1992; Nair and Finkel, 2004). During stationary phase or under nutrient limiting conditions, Dps
is expressed at high levels whereas in exponential phase, it is recognized through its N-terminal
residues by proteases and rapidly degraded. There are various other substrates, which are also
recognized through N-terminal regions, such as the A-bacteriophage DNA replication initiator
protein AO and the stationary-phase RNA polymerase sigma factor a- (Flynn et al., 2003;
Gonciarz-Swiatek et al., 1999; Weichart et al., 2003). Interestingly, the stability of a protein can
also be attributed to a single residue at the N-termini of proteins. According to the N-end rule,
which is present in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, specific residues can act as degrons when
located at the very N-termini of proteins. In E. coi, an N-terminal Leu, Phe, Trp, or Tyr residue
targets proteins to intracellular proteases for destruction (Varshavsky, 1996).
Many substrates can also have degrons at their C-termini, which are recognized by proteases.
An example is the ssrA-tag described above, which is appended on the C-termini of
polypeptides. SuIA protein, an inhibitor of cell division, also has a C-terminal degron. SuIA levels
are kept low by proteases, one of which is thought to recognize the C-terminal His residue of
SuIA (Gottesman, 2003).
iii. Latent Degradation Signals
There are several interesting proteins that are targeted for proteolysis via latent or hidden
degrons. To be degraded, such proteins have to be first processed, which exposes a previously
hidden degron resulting in subsequent degradation. The transcriptional repressor LexA is a well-
characterized example. Under normal conditions, LexA has an inhibitory effect on expression of
genes involved in DNA-damage response. However, upon DNA damage, exposed single-
stranded DNA activates a protein called RecA, which then induces self-cleavage of LexA to
separate its N-terminal DNA-binding and C-terminal dimerization domains. The C-terminal
region of the newly formed N-terminal domain is VAA-COO~, which is very similar to the C-
terminal region of the ssrA tag (LAA-COO-). Proteases are able to recognize this degron and
degrade the N-terminal domain of LexA. Consequently, the inhibitory effect of LexA is removed,
enabling induction of genes involved in the DNA-damage response (Neher et al., 2003;
Pruteanu and Baker, 2009).
Latent degrons may also become exposed upon changes in conformation or oligomeric states
of substrates, as observed in the case of the ribosomal protein L10. Although studies have
shown that L10 is degraded both in vivo and in vitro, it is stable when bound to the L7/L12
subunit and assembled into the 50S ribosome. Interestingly, like the ssrA degron, L10 also
contains two Ala residues at its C-terminal region, which is thought to be "hidden" when in
complex with L7/L12. Upon complex disassembly, the C-terminal degron of L10 becomes
exposed and is thus recognized by the proteolytic machinery resulting in its rapid degradation
(Flynn, 2004; Petersen, 1990).
2. Eukaryotes
i. Ubiquitinated Proteins
In eukaryotes, substrates targeted for degradation are usually tagged with multiple copies of a
small protein called ubiquitin. The post-translational covalent attachment of ubiquitin to
substrates is facilitated by three enzymes: the first activating enzyme El uses ATP-hydrolysis to
form a thiolester bond with the C-terminal glycine of ubiquitin, which is then transferred to a
second ubiquitin-carrier enzyme E2. In the next step, a ubiquitin-ligase E3 catalyzes the transfer
of ubiquitin to the substrate resulting in formation of an amide bond between the C-terminus of
ubiquitin and the amino-group of lysine residues in the substrate. This event is repeated to form
a poly-ubiquitin chain on the substrate with bonds forming between C-terminus of one ubiquitin
subunit and K48 of the next subunit. The poly-ubiquitinated substrate is recognized by the
proteolytic machinery (discussed below in Part 111) and degraded. The ubiquitin subunits are
removed prior to substrate degradation and can therefore be recycled (Fig. 1.2) (Hershko and
Ciechanover, 1998).
The substrate specificity of E3 ligases is key to the selection of proteins for degradation. There
are various families of ligases in eukaryotes. These enzymes recognize specific substrates
through recognition signals and transfers ubiquitin subunits onto them, from either E2 ligases or
from E3 ligases themselves, to form the poly-ubiquitin chains. Many substrates that are
ubiquitinated contain PEST elements, which are regions rich in Pro, Glu, Ser, and Thr residues.
In many cases, residues within PEST elements are phosphorylated and thus targeted by E3
ligases. Examples of phosphorylated substrates include yeast G1 cyclins CIn3 and CIn2.
Substrates can also be recognized by E3 ligases through their N-termini. N-end rule substrates
in eukaryotes contain basic or bulky hydrophobic residues at their N-termini, which are
recognized by the ligases resulting in subsequent ubiquitin-transfer and proteolysis (Hershko
and Ciechanover, 1998).
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Figure 1.2. Ubiquitin-tagging of proteins in eukaryotes. Ubiquitin molecules, activated by ATP
hydrolysis, are eventually transferred onto proteins that are consequently degraded (Figure
(modified) taken from (Hershko and Ciechanover, 1998)).
ii. Non-ubiquitinated Proteins
Proteins without attached ubiquitin chains can also be degraded, adding another layer of
complexity to substrate selection. L-ornithine decarboxylase (ODC) was the first identified non-
ubiquitinated proteolytic substrate. This enzyme catalyzes the first step in synthesis of
polyamines, high levels of which can cause tumorigenesis. Degradation of ODC is one of the
main methods of regulating polyamine synthesis. However, ODC is not ubiquitinated but is
targeted for proteolysis through its unstructured C-terminal region. The last 19 C-terminal
residues appear to be important in length but not sequence whereas two upstream residues
C441 and A442 (numbering corresponds to the 461-residue mouse ODC) have been shown to be
important for ODC recognition for proteolysis (Jariel-Encontre et al., 2008). More details about
ODC recognition will be discussed in a later section on adaptors.
Since the identification of ODC, several other proteins (e.g. c-Fos, p53, and Rb), have been
shown to be degraded without ubiquitination. However, because these proteins can also be
degraded in an ubiquitin-dependent manner, it is currently unclear if their ubiquitin-independent
degradation is physiologically relevant (Jariel-Encontre et al., 2008; Schrader et al., 2009).
There is strong evidence that "aged" or oxidized proteins can be degraded by the eukaryotic
proteolytic machinery without being ubiquitin-tagged. As proteins "age", they undergo
spontaneous modifications, such as deamidation of asparaginyl residues and isomerization of
aspartyl residues, leading to inactivation. An example of an "aged" protein is calmodulin (CaM),
which functions as a calcium sensor in eukaryotes. CaM has a very long half-life of up to 25
hours in mammalian cells and, during its lifetime, gets modified in its calcium-binding region.
Calcium-binding is thought to make the CaM structure rigid and stable, thereby preventing its
degradation. Upon modifications due to aging, CaM cannot bind calcium to form this stable
conformation. It is postulated that the destabilized CaM is recognized by the proteolytic
machinery in a ubiquitin-independent way and subsequently degraded. Oxidized proteins have
also been shown to be degraded without being ubiquitinated although details of the mechanism
are currently unknown (Jariel-Encontre et al., 2008).
B. Proteolytic Machinery
To understand the details of how proteases select substrates, it is important to look at both
sides of the substrate-protease interaction. As discussed in the previous section, substrates are
recognized by the proteolytic machinery in the cell via degrons. The next step is to explore how
the proteases interact with these degrons of substrates. This section will discuss interesting
characteristics of a few proteolytic machineries in prokaryotes and eukaryotes, which allow them
to recognize degrons and degrade substrates.
1. Bacterial A TP-dependent proteases
In bacteria, there are multiple classes of energy-dependent proteases that are involved in
proteolysis. These proteases, including CIpXP, CIpAP, HsIUV, Lon, and FtsH, have orthologs in
mitochondria and chloroplasts of eukaryotes. Their compartmentalized set-up is architecturally
very similar to that of the 26S proteasome (discussed below). There are two distinct subunits or
domains in these proteases: the AAA+ (ATPases associated with various cellular activities)
subunit and the proteolytic subunit. In E. coli, the CIpXP, ClpAP, and HsIUV proteases are
composed of an ATPase subunit (ClpX, CIpA, HsIU) and a peptidase subunit (CIpP, HsIV). The
peptidase CIpP can associate with the ATPases CIpX or CIpA to form the active proteases
CIpXP and CIpAP respectively. Similarly, the HsIUV protease consists of the ATPase HsIU
(CIpY) and the peptidase HsIV (ClpQ). In contrast, the proteases FtsH and Lon have both
ATPase and proteolytic components as separate domains on a single subunit (Gottesman,
2003). Different proteases may be essential depending on the organism. For instance, only
FtsH is essential in E. coli whereas CIpXP is essential in the a-proteobacteria Caulobacter
crescentus.
Members of the AAA+ superfamily are present in all kingdoms in varying numbers with most
eukaryotes containing about 50-80 members (Hanson and Whiteheart, 2005). They are
characterized by an ATPase domain containing special structural motifs including the Walker-A
and -B motifs, which are sequence elements important for nucleotide-binding and hydrolysis by
ATPases. AAA+ proteins are usually oligomeric, most forming hexamers with a central pore.
They undergo conformational changes upon nucleotide-binding and -hydrolysis to unfold and
thread substrates through the pore. They perform a wide and diverse range of functions in the
cell by associating with various other proteins (Fig. 1.3). These functions include protein
unfolding for proteolysis and disassembly of protein aggregates and complexes, an example
being the AAA+ protein N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor (NSF)-mediated disassembly of
SNARE complexes formed during membrane fusion (Hanson and Whiteheart, 2005).
The ATPase subunit or domain is responsible for selecting, unfolding, and translocating
substrates into the barrel-like proteolytic subunit where the peptidase sites are sequestered.
Once in contact with the proteolytic subunit, the substrates are degraded to form -10-to-15-
residue peptides (Gottesman, 2003). Although CIpP is the proteolytic component of both CIpXP
and CIpAP proteases, the two proteases have distinct substrate preferences attributed to the
associated ATPase. However, CIpX and ClpA also share at least some common substrates, a
characteristic shared by many ATPases. For instance, both ClpXP and CIpAP are capable of
degrading ssrA-tagged substrates although each recognizes distinct parts of the tag. Functional
redundancy because of this overlap in substrate choice can explain why specific proteases are
not essential in all organisms.
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Figure 1.3. Functions of AAA+ Proteins. (a) is showing the steps in ClpXP-mediated
degradation of a folded substrate containing a degron (shown in green) in bacteria. ATP
hydrolysis is required for the unfolding and translocation of the substrates. (b) is showing the
disaggregation of proteins (formed due to stress) by the Hsp104 (CIpB) ATPase, which is
thought to cooperate with the Hsp70 system for the disaggregation of disordered aggregates.
(c) is showing the role of the ATPase NSF, together with the accessory a-SNAP protein, in
disassembling SNARE complexes that form during membrane fusion (Figure (modified) from
(Hanson and Whiteheart, 2005)).
2. Eukaryotic 26S Proteasome
The 26S proteasome in eukaryotes is responsible for ATP-dependent degradation of most
cellular proteins. It consists of two sub-complexes: the 20S threonine-peptidase component and
the 19S regulatory component, which stack to form a barrel-like structure. The core complex is
made up of 4 stacked rings, each composed of 7 protein subunits. The two outer rings are
known as the a-rings and the two inner ones, the p-rings. The active sites on the P-rings, which
are sequestered in the center of the stack, have trypsin-, chymotrypsin-, and caspase-like
proteolytic activities (Fig. 1.4) (Navon and Ciechanover, 2009).
The 20S particle can associate with one or two 19S regulatory complexes. The 19S component
is composed of at least 19 subunits, 9 of which form the lid and the remaining 10, the base.
There are 6 ATPases in the base, which associates with the 20S particle to form the active 26S
proteasome. Substrates are selected via their associated poly-ubiquitin chains by subunits of
the 19S particle, such as the ATPase subunit Rpt5 and the non-ATPase subunits Rpn10 and
Rpn13 (Fig. 1.4). After selection, these substrates are unfolded and the ubiquitin chains are
removed. The unfolded polypeptides are then transmitted into the stacked rings of the 20S
particle where proteolytic cleavage occurs (Navon and Ciechanover, 2009; Wolf and Hilt, 2004).
Rpn* ~
I kiwi
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Figure 1.4. The 26S Proteasome. The 26S proteasome consists of the 20S core particle (CP)
and the 19S regulatory particle (RP). The 20S CP is formed by four 7-subunit rings: two a- and
two p-rings with the active sites located within the internal chamber on the P-subunits. The 19S
RP, which can be further divided into the lid and base, is made up of several subunits including
6 ATPases shown as green circles (Figure taken from (Navon and Ciechanover, 2009)).
C. Adaptor Proteins
In addition to directly recognizing degrons on substrates, intracellular proteases can also use
accessory proteins called adaptors to modulate substrate choice. Adaptors have different
modes of function with some acting as delivery proteins that bring substrates to proteases and
others directly affecting protease activity, e.g. by inducing conformational changes. These
accessory proteins have the potential to expand the repertoire of substrates for proteases as
well as provide a level of proteolytic regulation.
1. Prokaryotes
Prokaryotic adaptors are usually specific to a given protease and can affect not only
degradation of specific substrates but also the global composition of the cell's proteome.
Multiple adaptors in Bacillus subtilis and E. coli have been well-studied in the past few years.
One of the first prokaryotic adaptor proteins to be identified was the MecA adaptor in B.subtilis,
which interacts with the AAA+ protease CIpCP. Interestingly, all activities of CIpCP appear to be
adaptor-dependent (Kirstein et al., 2009). Because the work in this thesis focuses on the
proteolytic system in E. coli, a general overview of the four identified E. coli adaptors SspB,
RssB, UmuD, and CIpS is given below.
i. SspB
The best-characterized E. coli adaptor protein is SspB, a brief overview of which is given here. It
is one of the main players in this thesis and will therefore be discussed in greater detail in the
next section (see Part Ill). SspB functions as a canonical adaptor by binding substrates and
delivering them to the CIpXP protease. It tethers specific substrates to CIpX and enhances their
degradation rates (Fig. 1.5). Substrates containing the ssrA-tag are SspB-modulated, the
adaptor and protease recognizing distinct portions of the tag (Dougan et al., 2003; Levchenko et
al., 2000; Wah et al., 2003). For instance, in the E. coli ssrA tag (EENALA1 A-COO~),
SspB recognizes the first four and the seventh residues (highlighted in cyan) whereas CIpX
recognizes the last three residues and the carboxyl group (underlined). Interestingly, CIpA
recognizes the residues 1, 2, and 8-10 of the ssrA-tag (highlighted in yellow): AANDENYALAA 1
(Flynn et al., 2001). Because SspB and CIpA recognize overlapping residues in the ssrA-tag,
SspB inhibits degradation of ssrA-tagged substrates by the CIpAP protease. Although
physiological relevance remains unclear, it is possible that this inhibition allows CIpAP to focus
on degrading other substrates of higher priority, leaving CIpXP to degrade ssrA-tagged
polypeptides, which are consistently generated in the cell.
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Figure 1.5. Substrate degradation by CIpXP facilitated by SspB. SspB interacts with ssrA-
tagged substrates and tethers them to ClpXP. CIpX unfolds and translocates substrates into the
active site chamber of ClpP, leading to proteolysis. The tethering of substrate to ClpX causes an
increase in local concentration of the substrate, thereby resulting in an enhanced rate of
degradation.
ii. RssB (SprE)
The ClpXP-specific adaptor RssB or SprE is involved in degradation of the stationary phase
sigma factor as in E. coli. RpoS or as is the master regulator of general stress response in
bacteria and is expressed under conditions such as high temperature, nutrient limitation, or
osmotic stress. It is tightly regulated at the levels of transcription, translation, stability, and
activity (Kirstein et al:, 2009). CIpXP-mediated as degradation is dependent on RssB (SprE),
which is a response regulator phosphorylated by acetyl phosphate and/or the histidine sensor
kinase ArcB (Bouche et al., 1998; Mika and Hengge, 2005; Muffler et al., 1996; Pratt and
Silhavy, 1996; Zhou and Gottesman, 1998; Zhou et al., 2001). Phosphorylated RssB binds as
and enables it to be degraded by CIpXP by exposing an otherwise hidden degron on the N-
terminal region of as (Klauck et al., 2001; Studemann et al., 2003). Unlike ssrA-tagged proteins,
which can be degraded in the absence of SspB, degradation of as does not occur in the
absence of RssB. This dependence on the adaptor allows more stringent regulation on as
proteolysis, which is not surprising given the wide effect of the sigma factor on the cell's
transcriptome.
iii. UmuD
The UmuD adaptor is also specific to CIpXP and plays a key role in the SOS response to DNA-
damage. The SOS response induces expression of genes involved in DNA repair and
replication. Because these proteins can themselves cause damage if expressed inappropriately
or allowed to accumulate, the cell uses proteolysis to maintain them at optimal levels. The Umu
proteins fall into this category as they are involved in error-prone DNA synthesis, allowing DNA
replication despite lesions in the template. Upon DNA-damage, the UmuD protein is processed
to form a shorter version UmuD', which homodimerizes and interacts with UmuC to form the
translesion DNA polymerase V (Pruteanu and Baker, 2009). ClpXP-modulated degradation of
UmuD' regulates the levels of this potentially-harmful enzyme. The unprocessed UmuD can
heterodimerize with UmuD' and act as a delivery protein, binding CIpX and enabling the
protease to degrade UmuD' thereby lowering levels of the error-prone polymerase (Frank et al.,
1996; Gonzalez et al., 2000; Neher et al., 2003).
iv. ClpS
In contrast to RssB, UmuD, and SspB, CIpS is a CIpAP-specific adaptor protein. Interestingly,
CIpS has both positive and negative effects on degradation, depending on the substrate. It
inhibits degradation of ssrA-tagged substrates by the CIpAP protease, at the same time
facilitating CIpAP-mediated degradation of a group of substrates known as the N-end rule
substrates (Dougan et al., 2002; Erbse et al., 2006; Hou et al., 2008; Schmidt et al., 2009; Wang
et al., 2007). According to the N-end rule, the N-terminal residue of a protein dictates its
stability. Specific N-terminal residues, such as residues L, F, Y, or W in E. coli, when present at
the very N-terminus act as degradation signals, resulting in short half-lives of these proteins
(Mogk et al., 2007). By having differential effects on CIpAP-substrates, CIpS heavily influences
substrate selectivity by the protease. Interestingly, CIpS interacts with the N domain of CIpA,
which has also been implicated in substrate specificity of the CIpAP protease in a manner
similar to the CIpX N domain described later (Dougan et al., 2002; Erbse et al., 2008; Lo et al.,
2001).
2. Eukaryotes
There are also adaptor proteins in eukaryotes, which target substrates to the proteasome for
degradation. Three adaptors ("ubiquitin receptors") Rad23, Dsk2, and Ddil in Sacchromyces
cerevisiae have been shown to bind ubiquitinated proteins and the proteasome simultaneously
to deliver substrates to the proteasome. Moreover, genetic evidence indicates that there are
probably additional adaptor proteins that have not yet been identified (Schrader et al., 2009).
Interestingly, these adaptor proteins can also interact with ubiquitin ligases suggesting the
possibility that adaptors can deliver substrates from the site of ubiquitination to the proteasome.
For instance, the proteasome and the ligase Ufd2 compete to interact with Rad23, thereby
indicating that Rad23 may shuttle ubiquitinated substrates from the ligase to the proteasome.
Similarly, Ddil interacts with the ligase Ufol and facilitates degradation of the Ufol-substrate
HO endonuclease (Elsasser and Finley, 2005).
Degradation of the non-ubiquitinated substrate ODC is facilitated by the antizyme-1 protein
(AZ1). Binding to AZ1 causes exposure of the ODC C-terminal degron and functions as an
adaptor in enhancing ODC-proteasome interaction. Interestingly, AZ1 has also been shown to
affect degradation of additional non-ubiquitinated substrates such as the cell cycle regulatory
proteins cyclin D1 and Aurora-A kinase (Jariel-Encontre et al., 2008).
Although traditionally ubiquitin has been considered a degron itself, recent studies have
indicated that the eukaryotic degron is actually composed of two parts, one of them being the
attached ubiquitin chains. To be degraded, the ubiquitinated substrate has to also contain an
unstructured region, which forms the second part of the degron. Thus, the substrates are
delivered to the proteasome via their poly-ubiquitin tags where the unstructured region acts as a
degradation initiation site. In this scenario, ubiquitin can be thought of as an adaptor protein,
tethering the substrate to the proteasome, which can now engage the unstructured initiation site
and subsequently degrade the substrate (Schrader et al., 2009). The unstructured region can be
located at either termini or even in the middle of the substrate. In fact, the initiation site may also
be flanked by folded domains on either side of substrates. However, there appears to be certain
requirements, e.g. specific length or distance from the ubiquitin chains, for an unstructured
region to be an initiation site as not all unstructured regions can behave like degrons. This
characteristic enables the proteasome to selectively choose specific subunits of complexes to
degrade, leaving the other subunits intact. An example is the cell cycle regulator protein
complex Sicl-Cdk-cyclin where only the ubiquitinated Sic1 is degraded despite both Sic1 and
cyclin containing unstructured regions (Schrader et al., 2009).
Part III. The CIpXP Protease and the Adaptor SspB
E. coli CIpXP protease has been well studied over the past few years. Although insights have
been gained on the protease, questions still remain about how CIpXP selects substrates and
adaptors and the work in this thesis will focus on trying to provide new insights into these critical
issues. The next section will provide more detailed analyses of the mode of substrate selection
by CIpXP and SspB as well as how these two key elements of the bacterial proteolytic
machinery communicate with each other.
A. ClpXP Protease
One of the best-studied AAA+ proteases is the CIpXP protease in bacteria. Interestingly, the
hexameric ATPase CIpX itself is able to function as a molecular chaperone in the absence of
CIpP, preventing protein aggregation (e.g. AO) and disaggregating already-formed protein
complexes such as the tetrameric MuA transposase (Abdelhakim et al., 2008; Levchenko et al.,
1995; Wawrzynow et al., 1995). However, it needs to associate with the tetradecameric serine
peptidase CIpP to form an active protease (Gottesman et al., 1993; Grimaud et al., 1998;
Wojtkowiak et al., 1993). The active sites of CIpP are sequestered within a barrel-like structure
formed by two stacked 7-mers. Access to the active site is regulated by CIpX, which forms a
ring and associates with CIpP through conserved loops. CIpX recognizes substrates and uses
rounds of ATP hydrolysis to unfold and translocate them into the CIpP pore for degradation.
CIpX is responsible for recognizing specific substrates because, once a polypeptide is in
proximity to the CIpP active sites, it is hydrolyzed essentially regardless of sequence
(Wojtkowiak et al., 1993).
CIpXP is responsible for the degradation of hundreds of substrates via degrons in E. coli.
Interestingly, the ClpX degradation tags vary greatly in sequence (Fig. 1.6). A proteomic study
by Flynn et al. (2003) identified five general classes of degrons recognized by CIpX: two classes
of C-terminal tags (C-motifs 1 and 2) and three classes of N-terminal tags (N-motifs 1, 2, and 3).
Although both have C-terminal degrons, the ssrA tag has a C-motif 1 (AA-COO-) whereas MuA
has a C-motif 2 (RRKKA-COO~). The N-terminal region of Dps (NH3*-STAKL), discussed
earlier, falls into the N-motif 1 class and is distinct from the other classes of N-motifs (classes 2
and 3). By having a range of degrons as opposed to a single consensus sequence, CIpX is able
interact with a large spectrum of substrates, providing flexibility to the CIpXP protease in
substrate choice.
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Figure 1.6. CIpX Recognition Motifs. There are two C-terminal degrons, one resembling the
ssrA-tag and the other one, the tag of MuA transposase. There are also three distinct N-terminal
motifs that can function as degrons (Figure taken from (Flynn et al., 2003)).
1. Structural Features of ClpX: Focus on Pore
This section will focus on the structure of the CIpX pore formed by the hexameric ring. CIpX is
composed of an N-terminal domain (discussed in detail later) followed by large and small AAA+
domains. Although the monomers are identical in sequence and structure, the orientation of the
two AAA+ domains vary in the subunits such that the monomers can be classified into two
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groups: type 1 and type 2. Four of the subunits belong to type 1 class and are arranged to
efficiently bind nucleotides whereas the other two type 2 subunits are in conformations that
prevent nucleotide-binding. Thus, at any given time, only four subunits of the hexamer are
competent for nucleotide-binding (Fig. 1.7) (Glynn et al., 2009; Hersch et al., 2005). The
interaction of the small AAA+ domain of one subunit with the large AAA+ domain of the adjacent
subunit forms the major interface of subunit-interaction and is thought to be structurally static.
Nucleotide-binding to only the type 1 subunits changes the orientations of the linkers between
the small and large domains within each subunit. This combination of static "inter-subunit" and
dynamic "intra-subunit" interactions results in subunit-staggering and an overall asymmetric
conformation of the hexamer. Therefore, hydrolysis of ATP in the type 1 subunits may be able to
cause conformational changes that are propagated throughout the hexamer and have an effect
on bound substrate (Glynn et al., 2009).
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Figure 1.7. Structure of the hexameric E. coli CIpX (monomers labeled A-F). ClpX consists of an
N domain followed by large and small AAA+ domains. The variant crystallized did not contain
the N domain (1-61 residues). The large and small domains are labeled on the hexamer shown
on the left. Type 1 and 2 subunits are labeled on the hexamer shown on the right. The type 1
subunits conformations allow nucleotide (nuc)-binding whereas the type 2 subunits are unable
to bind nucleotide (Figure taken from (Glynn et al., 2009)).
AAA+ proteins that associate with ClpP (such as CIpX, CIpA, and CIpC) have a conserved [LIV]-
G-[F/L] peptide in the C-terminal region of the ATPase domain (Kim et al., 2001). Organisms
lacking CIpP, such as Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Mycoplasma pneumoniae, do not have
any Cip ATPase containing this peptide. This tripeptide in E. coli CIpX has the sequence IGF
and, if substitutions are made at these positions, the variant CIpX proteins are able to function
as ATPases but are unable to interact with CIpP (Kim et al., 2001). Studies indicate that the IGF
tripeptide lies in on an exposed loop and all 6 of the IGF loops in the hexamer are necessary for
CIpP-association and protease activity (Kim et al., 2001; Martin et al., 2007; Singh et al., 2001;
Wang et al., 1997).
2. C/pX Pore: Substrate-Binding
Studies indicate that the there is not just a single mechanism through which CIpX selects
different classes of substrates. A highly conserved GYVG motif (pore 1 loop) in the CIpX pore
has been implicated in the recognition and engagement of substrates with C-motif 1. Whereas
mutations in this region have been shown to adversely affect selection of C-motif 1 proteins,
substrates in other classes, such as AO (N-motif 1) and the transcriptional regulator DksA (N-
motif 2), are not affected (Siddiqui et al., 2004).
Interestingly, human mitochondrial CIpX does contain this pore GYVG loop but is unable to
degrade ssrA-tagged substrates, indicating the presence of multiple ssrA-tag binding regions in
E. coli CIpX (Kang et al., 2002). One such binding site is a second positively-charged loop
called the RKH loop located at the opening of the ClpX pore, which evidence indicates interacts
with the a-carboxylate group at the C-terminus of ssrA-tagged substrates. Mutations in this
region have differential substrate-binding effects, causing a dramatic decrease in rate of ssrA-
tagged substrate degradation and an increase in degradation of other classes of substrates,
such as AO (Farrell et al., 2007). A third loop that appears to be involved in ssrA-tagged
substrate selection is a highly conserved region located at the bottom of the central pore of CIpX
known as the pore 2 loop (Fig. 1.8). Mutations in this loop interfere with binding and degradation
of ssrA-tagged substrates as well as interaction with CIpP (Glynn et al., 2009; Martin et al.,
2007). The importance of the RKH and pore 2 loops in degradation of ssrA-tagged substrates
was further reiterated by an elegant pore-loop swap experiment by Martin et al. (2008a). Unlike
the GYVG loop, the RKH and pore 2 loops of E. coli ClpX are not conserved in human
mitochondrial CIpX. In this study by Martin et al., the RKH and pore 2 loops from E. coli CIpX
were swapped onto the human mitochondrial CIpX. In contrast to wild-type human mitochondrial
CIpXP, this variant was able to degrade substrates tagged with the E. coli ssrA peptide almost
as efficiently as the E. coli CIpXP, indicating the importance of the RKH and pore 2 loops in
ssrA-tagged substrate recognition.
The pore loops of CIpX are vital for the protease activity of the CIpXP complex. They are
involved in substrate recognition, binding, unfolding, translocation as well as interaction with the
CIpP peptidase (Farrell et al., 2007; Martin et al., 2007, 2008a, b; Siddiqui et al., 2004). Recent
studies have shed more light into how these loops influence ClpX-binding of different
substrates. As mentioned earlier, all three loops are implicated in binding ssrA-tagged
substrates despite being spaced apart along the CIpX pore. Structural and biochemical studies
provide a consistent model for the mode of action of these loops in substrate-binding (Fig. 1.8).
The RKH loop, located at the opening of the axial pore, is positioned to act as a specificity filter
in engaging the negatively-charged C-terminus of C-motif 1 (e.g. ssrA-tag) substrates via
transient electrostatic interactions. Once close to the pore, the substrates are further engaged
by the pore 1 and pore 2 loops. The staggered arrangement of the CIpX hexamer causes the
pore 1 loops of some subunits to be near the pore 2 loops of others, thereby allowing a
substrate to simultaneously interact with both pore 1 and 2 loops (Glynn et al., 2009; Martin et
al., 2008a; Siddiqui et al., 2004). This two-step substrate-binding model explains why the RKH
and the pore 2 loops are both important for binding to a short C-motif 1 (C-terminal LAA-COO~ in
ssrA tag) despite being located at the opposite ends of the CIpX hexamer (Farrell et al., 2007;
Martin et al., 2008a).
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Figure 1.8. Model of substrate-binding by CIpX pore in the presence and absence of SspB. The
three loops: RKH, GYVG (pore 1 loop), and pore 2 loops are shown in gold, red, and blue
respectively. In (A), the C-motif 1 (e.g. LAA-COO~) is recruited via electrostatic interactions with
the RKH loop followed by interactions with pore 1 and pore 2 loops, which pull the substrate
further into the pore (shown in (B)). In (C), conformational changes in the staggered subunits,
due to ATP hydrolysis, result in unfolding and translocating of substrates. As shown in (D),
SspB can also deliver substrates to CIpX and, because of loop staggering, have access to
deeper parts of the pore (Figure taken from (Martin et al., 2008a)).
Although all three pore loops of CIpX are required for efficient degradation of specific
substrates, only the pore 1 (GYVG) loop is most highly conserved in AAA+ proteases. This
conservation is explained by the key role played by the pore 1 loop in substrate unfolding and
translocation (Martin et al., 2008b; Siddiqui et al., 2004; Wang et al., 1997). Mutational studies
in E. coli CIpX indicate that the GYVG loop may be playing an important role in gripping,
unfolding, and translocating substrates by the application of force induced by ATP-driven
conformational changes in type 1 CIpX subunits (Glynn et al., 2009; Martin et al., 2008b).
Nearby type 2 subunits, which are unable to bind ATP, use their GYVG loops to grip the
substrates, preventing slipping and assisting substrate translocation. The staggering and
movement of the loops in different subunits assists unfolding of substrates by pulling them
further into the pore (Glynn et al., 2009; Martin et al., 2008b). By virtue of being involved in the
core function of unfolding and translocation of substrates, it is understandable that the GYVG
loop is highly conserved in ClpX (and more widely among AAA+ protein unfoldases). On the
other hand, the other loops play roles in substrate-specificity of the proteases, which can vary in
different organisms, thereby explaining why they are not as conserved across species.
3. CIpX N domain: Substrate- and Adaptor-Binding
As mentioned earlier, E. coli ClpX is composed of an N-terminal domain (N domain) followed by
small and large AAA+ domains. This N domain is highly conserved and present in almost all
ClpX orthologs. However, a variant of ClpX without the N domain is able to form a functional
protease with CIpP, degrading ssrA-tagged substrates efficiently. In contrast, the variant is
unable to support degradation of certain other substrates such as AO and MuA or interact with
adaptor proteins such as SspB (Abdelhakim et al., 2008; Chien et al., 2007b; Dougan et al.,
2003; Singh et al., 2001; Thibault et al., 2006; Wojtyra et al., 2003).
The N domain, comprised of the first 60 residues of CIpX, contains multiple conserved Cys
residues, which bind zinc. Four of the five Cys residues (C14, C17, C36, C39) form a C4-type zinc
finger to coordinate one zinc per N domain subunit whereas the fifth residue, C4, does not
appear to play a role. The zinc is required for N domain stability, which is a very stable dimer
both in isolation and in the assembled ClpX hexamer where it is thought to function as a trimer
of dimers (Donaldson et al., 2003; Wojtyra et al., 2003). Although zinc finger-containing proteins
are traditionally considered DNA-binding proteins, these metal-binding motifs have been
implicated in modulating protein-protein interactions (Donaldson et al., 2003; Mackay et al.,
1998). NMR and crystal structures of E. coli CIpX N domain show that each monomer consists
of an N-terminal p-hairpin followed by a C-terminal helix (Fig. 1.9). The dimer interface is formed
by hydrophobic interactions between the helices of the monomers. The secondary structure of
the monomer is similar to the fold in the treble clef zinc finger family member GATA-1 with which
the N domain surprisingly shares very little sequence homology. However, the overall structure
of the N domain dimer is unrelated to that of any known protein (Donaldson et al., 2003; Park et
al., 2007).
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Figure 1.9. E. coli CIpX N domain bound to SspB CIpX-binding (XB) peptide. The N domain
monomers are shown in green and yellow with labeled N- and C-termini. The XB peptide is
shown in salmon and the bound zinc atoms are shown in purple. Each N domain monomer
forms a P-hairpin followed by a C-terminal helix, which forms the dimer interface (Figure taken
from (Park et al., 2007)).
Although the CIpX N domain clearly plays a role in substrate and adaptor selection by the
CIpXP protease, how it recognizes these proteins is not well-understood. The N domain-binding
proteins identified so far do not appear to share similar sequences or secondary structures.
However, several of them have been shown to compete with one another for binding the N
domain, indicating possible overlapping binding sites (see chapter 2). This uncommon flexibility
in sequence-recognition provides CIpXP with the important ability to degrade a wide range of
proteins. Interestingly, the AAA protein p97, which is a key player in the ubiquitin-proteasome
system in eukaryotes, also interacts with diverse groups of proteins and this versatility enables it
to participate in a variety of biological processes (Yeung et al., 2008).
B. SspB Adaptor Protein
Initially, only y- and p-proteobacteria were thought to contain orthologs of the SspB adaptor
protein despite strong conservation of the ssrA-tagging system and CIpXP. However, more
recent studies identifying SspB in the a-proteobacteria Caulobacter crescentus indicate that
SspB is more wide-spread amongst species than previously appreciated (Chien et al., 2007b;
Lessner et al., 2007). The challenge in identifying SspB adaptors in other species may be
attributed to the sequence diversity amongst SspB orthologs. Indeed, the adaptors in y- and a-
proteobacteria share very little sequence identity (Chien et al., 2007a; Chien et al., 2007b;
Lessner et al., 2007). Surprisingly, however, there is considerable similarity between the overall
structures and functions of E. coli and C. crescentus SspB adaptors (Chien et al., 2007a; Chien
et al., 2007b; Lessner et al., 2007; Levchenko et al., 2005; Levchenko et al., 2003; Song and
Eck, 2003). More details about the interesting characteristics of SspB are discussed in the next
sections.
1. Structure and Function
SspB was discovered by its stimulatory effect on ClpXP-mediated degradation of ssrA-tagged
substrates (Levchenko et al., 2000). It binds specific substrates and delivers them to CIpXP for
degradation (Fig. 1.5). This bound substrate has been shown to be directly "handed off' to the
protease without needing to dissociate from the adaptor (Bolon et al., 2004a). By binding
substrate and ClpX simultaneously, SspB increases the local concentration of substrate
available to the protease, resulting in the enhancement of degradation rate. This increase in rate
is caused by a dramatic (10-20-fold) decrease of the Michaelis-Menten constant (Kn) of
degradation.
E. coli SspB is a 165 amino acid protein consisting of a conserved, folded substrate-binding
domain or SBD (residues 1-117) followed by an unconserved and unstructured linker region and
a short conserved C-terminal tail region (residues 155-165). The unstructured C-terminal-most
peptide (161LRVVK 165) is responsible for interacting with the N-terminal domain of ClpX
(discussed above) and is termed the XB (ClpX-binding) region. Native SspB is in the form of a
very stable dimer and can, thus, bind two substrate molecules simultaneously. The dimer is
formed by hydrophobic interactions between the N-terminal a-helices of the two subunits. The
N-terminal helix is followed by a p-sandwich, which is responsible for binding substrates (Fig.
1.10) (Levchenko et al., 2005; Levchenko et al., 2003; Song and Eck, 2003). Substrate-binding
is independent of the linker and XB regions as the isolated SBD (residues 1-117) with or without
the linker (residues 117-155) and tail (residues 155-165) is able to form a dimer and interact
with the ssrA-tag. However, isolated SBD (± linker/linker and tail) cannot bind ClpX and is
therefore unable to increase substrate-degradation rate.
In addition to delivering ssrA-tagged substrates, E. coli SspB also enhances the degradation
rate of a second CIpXP substrate: the N-terminal domain of the anti-sigma factor RseA (NRseA)
(Flynn et al., 2004). RseA is a transmembrane protein with a cytoplasmic N-terminal domain
(residues 1-108) and a periplasmic C-terminal domain. The cytoplasmic domain (NRseA) binds
the sigma factor E (UE) to keep it inactive (De Las Penas et al., 1997; Missiakas et al., 1997).
During extracytoplasmic stress, such as accumulation of unfolded proteins in the periplasm,
NRseA-aE complex is released into the cytoplasm. The "new" C-terminal region of NRseA is
actually a C-motif 1 (10 6VAA-COO-), which is recognized and subsequently degraded by CIpXP,
freeing GE to turn on downstream stress-response genes. Furthermore, NRseA proteolysis is
modulated by SspB, which binds the anti-sigma factor and delivers it to the protease for
destruction. Similar to its effect on ssrA-tagged substrate degradation, SspB considerably
decreases Km of NRseA degradation (Flynn et al., 2004). Thus, there are at least two CIpXP
substrates whose degradation is directly modulated by SspB.
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Figure 1.10. Structure of SspB with RseA and ssrA peptides. (a) is showing the stable SspB
dimer with each subunit (in purple) consisting of an N-terminal a-helix followed by a p-sandwich.
The dimer interface is formed by the hydrophobic interactions between the N-terminal helices.
The substrate-binding domain is a hydrophobic groove formed by the P-sandwich and loops in
that region. (b) is a depiction of the figure in (a) rotated by 90*. In (c) and (d), the SspB-bound
RseA and ssrA peptides are in yellow and green respectively and, as shown, bind the adaptor in
opposite orientations (Levchenko et al., 2005; Levchenko et al., 2003; Song and Eck, 2003).
(Figure taken from (Levchenko et al., 2005)).
2. Substrate Selection: ssrA-tag vs. NRseA
Surprisingly, the SspB-recognition sequence in NRseA is not similar to the one in the ssrA-tag.
Mutational analyses of the residues in the ssrA-tag (AANDENYALAA-COO-) show that distinct
residues are important for interacting with CIpX and SspB. The first 4 residues (AAND) and the
7th residue (Y) play key roles in SspB-binding whereas the C-terminal "LAA-COO~" is
responsible for binding CIpX (Flynn et al., 2001; Levchenko et al., 2000). In contrast, the SspB-
binding region of NRseA is longer with a distinct sequence: 77EAQPAPHQWQKMPFW 9 (Flynn
et al., 2004; Levchenko et al., 2005). Co-crystal structures of SspB with ssrA or NRseA peptides
indicate striking differences between the two adaptor-substrate complexes although both
peptides bind overlapping sites in SspB (Fig. 1.11). Despite sharing an overlapping binding-site,
the two peptides bind the adaptor in opposite orientations (Levchenko et al., 2005; Levchenko et
al., 2003; Song and Eck, 2003). Surprisingly, there is actually only one common interaction in
the two SspB-peptide complexes: Q79 of the NRseA peptide and N3 of the ssrA peptide form
hydrogen bonds with the backbone of N54 of SspB. This interaction contributes to the abilities of
the two peptides to compete for binding the adaptor (Flynn et al., 2004). Because of the longer
SspB-binding region of NRseA, it is not surprising that more contacts are made in the SspB-
NRseA complex than in the SspB-ssrA peptide one. In fact, when V52 of SspB, which makes a
contact with W85 of the NRseA peptide, is substituted with isoleucine, the variant SspB is
defective in binding only the NRseA but not the ssrA peptide (Levchenko et al., 2005).
SspB interaction with ssrA peptide
(green) and RseA peptide (yellow)
SspB-interacting Regions
ssrA peptide: AANDENY
RseA peptide: EAQPAPHQWQKMPFW
Figure 1.11. RseA and ssrA peptides bind overlapping substrate-binding site (SBD) of E. coli
SspB. The two peptides (ssrA: green and Rse: yellow) are bound to overlapping sites in the
SBD of SspB (shown in purple) albeit in opposite orientations. There is only one conserved
interaction in the two peptide-adaptor complexes, shown in pink on the peptides. The SspB
interacting regions in the two peptides are shown in blue (on the right) (Levchenko et al., 2005;
Levchenko et al., 2003; Song and Eck, 2003). (Figure courtesy of 1. Levchenko, MIT).
3. Impact of Substrate-Binding Flexibility
The distinct peptide-binding properties of SspB have interesting biological implications. The lack
of a single consensus sequence for recognition by SspB leaves the door open for interaction
with CIpXP substrates beyond ssrA-tagged polypeptides and NRseA. Indeed, when Flynn et al.
(2004) identified NRseA as an SspB-binding protein by comparing the CIpXP substrate profile in
cells with and without SspB, their results showed that there were multiple substrates that were
preferentially associated with CIpXP in the presence of SspB. By binding various CIpXP
substrates, SspB could provide another layer of proteolytic regulation, especially if these
substrates compete for the adaptor. The flexibility of the substrate-binding ability of SspB can
also expand the substrate repertoire of CIpXP and perhaps provide degradation of SspB-
interacting substrates with a competitive advantage over those that do not bind the adaptor.
Part IV. Outline of Thesis
To gain more insight into the mechanism of substrate selection by AAA+ proteases, the work in
this thesis focuses on the specific interaction of the SspB adaptor with CIpXP. Chapter 2
compares the CIpX-SspB interaction in two different bacterial species: C. crescentus and E. coli.
This study contributes to a clearer understanding of how CIpX, specifically its N domain, is able
to recognize diverse peptide sequences and retain specificity at the same time. The appendix
describes the results of a proteomic screen to investigate the effect of E. coli SspB on global
substrate choice by CIpXP and discusses a few potential SspB-modulated CIpXP substrates.
Chapter 3 is a short discussion on possible future studies stemming from this thesis work.
CHAPTER TWO
Versatile modes of peptide recognition by the ClpX N domain mediate alternative adaptor-
binding specificities in different bacterial species.
This chapter was previously published as Chowdhury, T., Chien, P., Ebrahim, S.E., Sauer R.T.,
and Baker, T.A. (2010). Versatile modes of peptide recognition by the ClpX N domain mediate
alternative adaptor-binding specificities in different bacterial species. Protein Science 19(2),
242-254.
T. C. carried out the experiments. T. C., P.C., R. T. S. and T. A. B. contributed to experimental
design. T. C., R. T. S., and T. A. B. wrote the manuscript.
ABSTRACT
CIpXP, a AAA+ protease, plays key roles in protein-quality control and many regulatory
processes in bacteria. The N-terminal domain of the CIpX component of CIpXP is involved in
recognition of many protein substrates, either directly or by binding the SspB adaptor protein,
which delivers specific classes of substrates for degradation. Despite very limited sequence
homology between the C. crescentus and E. coli SspB orthologs, each of these adaptors can
deliver substrates to the CIpXP enzyme from the other bacterial species. We show that the CIpX
N domain recognizes different sequence determinants in the ClpX-binding (XB) peptides of C.
crescentus SspBa and E. coli SspB. The C. crescentus XB determinants span 10 residues and
involve interactions with multiple side-chains, whereas the E. coli XB determinants span half as
many residues with only a few important side-chain contacts. These results demonstrate that
the N domain of CIpX functions as a highly versatile platform for peptide recognition, allowing
the emergence during evolution of alternative adaptor-binding specificities. Our results also
reveal highly conserved residues in the XB peptides of both C. crescentus SspBa and E. coli
SspB that play no detectable role in ClpX-binding or substrate delivery.
INTRODUCTION
Proteolysis of damaged or misfolded proteins by AAA+ proteases is essential for quality control
and recycling of amino acids for new protein synthesis. It also plays a regulatory role in
numerous cellular processes, including cell-cycle progression and responses to DNA damage
(Gottesman, 2003). Because proteolysis occurs in crowded cellular environments with
thousands of potential substrates, it is important to understand how the proper proteins are
chosen for destruction. For bacterial systems, adaptor proteins and peptide signals (called
degradation tags or degrons) in substrates play central roles in determining the specificity of
proteolytic recognition. How adaptor proteins and degrons are recognized by AAA+ proteases is
an active area of study, but only a handful of these interactions have been characterized in
detail.
CIpX and CIpP assemble to form CIpXP, one of the best understood AAA+ proteases. Most
biochemical studies have focused on CIpXP from Escherichia coli, a member of the y-
proteobacteria, but orthologs from other bacteria and mitochondria appear to have similar
structures and mechanisms (Jenal and Fuchs, 1998; Kang et al., 2002; van Dyck et al., 1998).
CIpP is a multi-subunit serine peptidase, in which the proteolytic active sites reside within a
barrel-shaped structure (Wang et al., 1997). ClpX is a hexameric AAA+ enzyme (ATPases
associated with a variety of cellular activities), which recognizes substrates and uses cycles of
ATP-powered conformational changes to unfold the native protein and to translocate the
denatured polypeptide into the proteolytic chamber of CIpP for degradation.
CIpX typically identifies substrates by binding degrons located near the protein termini. For
example, when ribosomes stall during translation, the ssrA tag is appended onto the C-terminus
of incomplete polypeptides and subsequently targets these failed translation products to CIpXP
and other proteases (Gottesman et al., 1998; Keiler et al., 1996). The 11-residue ssrA tag can
be recognized directly by ClpX but is also bound by an adaptor protein, SspB, which aids in
delivery of substrates to CIpXP (Levchenko et al., 2000). Indeed, adaptor proteins facilitate
CIpXP degradation of numerous substrates (Flynn et al., 2004; Neher et al., 2003; Zhou et al.,
2001). Each ClpX subunit consists of a AAA+ domain and a ClpX-family-specific N-terminal
domain, which binds zinc via a conserved set of cysteine residues and forms a stable dimer
(Donaldson et al., 2003; Wojtyra et al., 2003). CIpX lacking the N domain (CIpXAN) can still bind
CIpP and power degradation of some substrates (Singh et al., 2001; Wojtyra et al., 2003),
establishing that the N domain is not required for the basic enzymatic functions of ClpX.
However, CIpXAN fails to recognize certain substrates and does not support degradation
mediated by many adaptors (Abdelhakim et al., 2008; Chien et al., 2007a; Dougan et al., 2003;
Neher et al., 2003; Singh et al., 2001; Thibault et al., 2006; Wojtyra et al., 2003).
SspB consists of a dimeric substrate-binding domain, followed by a flexible linker and a C-
terminal peptide that binds the ClpX N domain (Bolon et al., 2004b; Dougan et al., 2003;
Levchenko et al., 2003; Levchenko et al., 2000; Park et al., 2007; Song and Eck, 2003; Wah et
al., 2003). By binding ClpX and specific substrates simultaneously, SspB increases the local
concentration of substrate relative to the protease (Dougan et al., 2003; Flynn et al., 2004;
Levchenko et al., 2000; Wah et al., 2002; Wah et al., 2003). As a consequence of this tethering-
mediated avidity increase, SspB enhances the rate of ClpXP degradation at sub-KM substrate
concentrations. SspB orthologs were first identified in the y- and p-proteobacteria (Levchenko et
al., 2000) and were later discovered in a-proteobacteria, including Caulobacter crescentus
(Chien et al., 2007b; Lessner et al., 2007). The domain organization and structure of all SspB
proteins are similar, but those from a-proteobacteria comprise a distinct and more distant
subfamily and are therefore called SspBa. For example, the orthologs from E. coli (EcSspB) and
C. crescentus (ccSspBa) share only 16% sequence identity. Nevertheless, ccSspBa delivers
substrates efficiently to E. coli CIpXP (EcClpXp) (Chien et al., 2007a). The C-terminal residues of
EcSspB are known to bind to the isolated N domain of EcClpX, (Bolon et al., 2004a; Park et al.,
2007) and a co-crystal structure has been solved [Fig. 2.1(A)] (Park et al., 2007). The N domain
of ccClpXP and the 5 C-terminal amino acids of ccSspBa are also required for adaptor-mediated
substrate delivery (Chien et al., 2007b), suggesting a corresponding binding relationship.
Here, we probe the fine specificity of the interaction of ccSspBa with CCijpX and EcClpX. In both
cases, the 10 C-terminal residues of ccSspBa comprise the CIpX-binding (XB) region that
tethers the adaptor to the N domain. Mutational analyses show that seven side-chains in
CcSspBa XB contribute to adaptor-enzyme recognition, and all SspBas have homologous
sequences that maintain the chemical character of these residues. Surprisingly, however, the
corresponding XB peptide of EcSspB is shorter, shares little meaningful homology, and displays
a radically different mutational profile with just a few residues playing major roles in recognition.
Again, these features appear to be shared by SspB orthologs in other y- and p-proteobacteria.
Nevertheless, we find that EcSspB delivers substrates to ccClpXP for degradation. Thus, the N
domains of both EcClpX and ccClpX have the ability to recognize two different XB peptides.
Apparently, these domains possess distinct peptide-binding specificities and have adopted
alternative but non-exclusive modes of adaptor-binding during the evolution of different bacterial
lineages. We also find that some highly conserved amino acids in the XB peptides of ccSspBa
and EcSspB play no obvious roles in substrate delivery or ClpX-binding and suggest that these
amino acids may help protect the adaptors from degradation during substrate delivery.
RESULTS
Phylogenetic comparisons suggest use of different adaptor-tethering contacts.
A multiple sequence alignment of the C-terminal regions of more than 100 SspBa orthologs
revealed a conserved block of residues [Fig. 2.1(B)]. Within this region, ccSspBa residues 153,
154, 156, 157, 159, 160, and 161 were most highly conserved. Deletion of a portion of this C-
terminal region prevents substrate delivery by c'SspBa to ClpXP (Chien et al., 2007b).
Sequence conservation near the C-terminus of SspB orthologs from y- and p-proteobacteria
revealed a very different pattern of homology [Fig. 2.1(C)], suggesting that SspBa interacts with
ClpX in a fashion distinct from their y and P counterparts.
Previous studies showed that the EcClpX N domain binds the EcSspB XB peptide and is
important for efficient substrate delivery by ccSspBa (Bolon et al., 2004a; Chien et al., 2007a;
Park et al., 2007), suggesting that the CcSspBa XB region directly binds the N domains of EcClpX
and ccClpX. To test this idea, a peptide consisting of the C-terminal decapeptide of coSspBa
preceded by a fluorescent dye and tyrosine was synthesized for binding studies monitored by
fluorescence anisotropy. As shown in Figure 2.1(D), this ccSspBa peptide was bound with
similar affinity (KD -25 pM) by the purified ccClpX and EcClpX N domains. Thus, the N domains
of both ClpX enzymes, which share -60% sequence identity (Fig. 2.S1 (supplemental)), have
the ability to recognize very different XB-peptide sequences.
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Figure 2.1. XB conservation and cross-species interaction of SspB and CIpX from a- and y/p-
proteobacteria.
A. The structure of the E. coli ClpX N domain dimer bound to the C-terminal peptide of E. coli
SspB shows the hydrophobic pockets of the N domain monomers occupied by the L161 and
V164 residues of the peptide (Park et al., 2007). The N domain monomers are shown in dark
and pale gray and the peptide in green with L161 and V164 highlighted in red.
B. Weblogo (Crooks et al., 2004) depiction of sequence conservation within the C-terminal
regions of 77 SspB proteins from a-proteobacteria. Alignments were performed using
Jalview (Clamp et al., 2004). The C-terminal region of the a-proteobacteria C. crescentus
SspB is also depicted.
C. Sequence conservation in the C-terminal regions of 197 SspB proteins from y/p-
proteobacteria reveals a very different pattern than observed in panel A. The C-terminal
region of the y -proteobacteria E. coi SspB is also shown.
D. Binding of the N domains from C. crescentus (KD 25 pM) or E. coli (KD 25 pM) ClpX to a
fluorescein-labeled peptide (60 nM) corresponding to the XB region of CcSspBa.
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Figure 2.S1. Comparison of CipX N-terminal domains of E. coi and C. crescentus. Identical
residues are highlighted in lilac. Alignment was performed using Jalview (Clamp M, Cuff J, Searl
SM, Burton JG (2004) The Jalview Java alignment editor, Bioinformatics 20(3):426-7).
Adaptor delivery of cognate substrates to ccCIPXP and EcCIPXP.
For studies of adaptor stimulation of degradation, we used green fluorescent protein (GFP)
bearing either a C. crescentus ssrA tag (AANDNFAEEFAVAA; GFP-ccssrA), which binds well to
CcSspBa, or an E. coi ssrA tag (AANDENYALAA; GFP-EcssrA), which binds well to EcSspB
(Chien et al., 2007a; Wah et al., 2003). As anticipated (Chien et al., 2007a; Chien et al., 2007b),
CcSspBa stimulated degradation of GFP-ccssrA by the ccClpXP protease and by the EcCIpXP
enzyme (Fig. 2.2). Importantly, EcSspB also stimulated degradation of GFP-EcssrA by both
CCCIpXP and EcCIpXP [Fig. 2.2(B,C)]. Thus, despite minimal XB-sequence homology, the
adaptors from C. crescentus and E. coi were both able to stimulate degradation of cognate
substrates by the CIpXP enzyme from the other species.
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Figure 2.2. C. crescentus and E. coli ClpXP interact with both ccSspBa and EcSSpB.
A. ccSspB and EcSspB (1.2 pM) both enhanced degradation of their cognate GFP-ssrA by
EcClpXP as monitored by decreases in fluorescence. ClpXP concentration in each case was
0.1 pM and the substrate concentration was 0.1 pM. This low substrate concentration (sub-
Km) was used to help ensure that degradation was adaptor-stimulated.
B. Both ccClpXP and EcCIpXP were able to degrade GFP containing either the cessrA or the
EcssrA tags. Protein concentrations used were as in (A). The rate of substrate degradation
was enhanced by the cognate adaptor SspB. Under the purification conditions used in this
study, ccClpX was less active compared to EcCIpX.
C. Normalized degradation rates of GFP-CcssrA (pale gray bars) or GFP-EcssrA (dark gray bars)
by CCClpXP and EcCIpXP in the presence or absence of ccSspBa or EcSspB; in this case, the
adaptor species (Cc vs. Ec) matched that of the ssrA tag sequence on the substrate. Protein
concentrations were as described in (A).
We also constructed a chimera, consisting of the substrate-binding domain of EcSspB followed
by the ccSspBa C-terminal linker and XB region. This chimeric adaptor enhanced EcClpXP
degradation of GFP-EcssrA [Fig. 2.3(A)], establishing that tethering interactions mediated by
CcSspBa XB can replace the interactions normally mediated by EcSspB XB.
To address the importance of residues near the C-terminus of ccSspBa, we constructed
truncated variants and assayed their adaptor activity. The last two lysine residues (K16'K162 )
could be deleted without a major effect on delivery, whereas deletion of additional upstream
residues eliminated activity [Figure 2.3(B)]. However, the substrate-binding domain of EcSspB
followed by the C-terminal residues 158QFRKK162 of ccSspBa was inactive as an adaptor (data
not shown), establishing that the 158QFR sequence may be necessary but is not sufficient for
adaptor function.
Residues involved in ccSspBa tethering to CIpX.
To determine which residues in the XB region of ccSspBa are important for CIpX-binding, we
individually mutated the 10 C-terminal residues to alanine and purified these variants. In one set
of assays, we tested stimulation of ccClpXP degradation of 0.1 pM GFP-ccssrA (Fig. 2.4). This
substrate concentration is below KM (-1 pM) for unassisted ccClpXP degradation, allowing
adaptor-mediated stimulation to be observed. Alanine substitutions at 1153, V154, L156, R160, and
K162 caused the largest defects in substrate delivery [Fig. 2.4(A)]. Milder effects were observed
for substitutions at the other positions, with mutations at S155 and D157 having essentially no
effect on delivery activity. The alanine mutations in ccSspBa had generally similar effects on
adaptor-mediated degradation by EcClpXP. However, V154A appeared to be more active with
the EcCIpXP protease than with ccClpXP [Figs. 2.4(A) and (B)], suggesting that this residue plays
a somewhat different role in binding the two enzymes.
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Figure 2.3. ccSspBa interacts with CipXP via its C-terminal region.
A. A chimeric SspB (0.3 pM), obtained by substituting the C-terminal region of EcSspB with that
of CcSspBa, enhanced the degradation of GFP-EcssrA (0.1 pM) by EcCIpXP (0.05 pM).
B. Different segments of the C-terminal region of ccSspBa were removed and the variant
adaptors tested for their ability to enhance degradation of GFP-EcssrA (0.1 pM) by EcClpXP
(0.05 pM).
Most alanine substitutions did not reduce activity to the level of unassisted ClpXP degradation,
suggesting that these mutations weaken but do not eliminate tethering. To test if more dramatic
EcCipXp
ECCIpXP
WT
CcSspBa
mutations had larger effects, we also constructed and purified variants in which 1153, V154 , L156,
and R160 were changed to aspartic acid. Except for R160D, these substitutions decreased
CCClpXP degradation to the level of the no-SspB control when assayed with ccClpXP [Fig.
2.4(C)]. The aspartate substitutions were also more severe than the alanine substitutions in
EcCIpXP degradation assays [Fig. 2.4(C)].
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Figure 2.4. Substrate-delivery activity of ccSspBa variants with substitution mutations.
A. Variants of ccSspBa with Ala substitutions in the C-terminal residues were assayed for their
delivery activity by determining how well they enhanced degradation of GFP-cossrA (0.1 pM)
by CCCIpXP (0.2 pM). All rates were normalized to the degradation rate of GFP-ccssrA in the
presence of WT ccSspBa. Wild-type ccSspBa or variants were present at 0.3 pM.
B. Analysis is the same as in (A), except that the protease was EcClpXP (at 0.05 pM). Similar
results were observed, however the V1 54A variant appeared to be more active with EcClpXP
than with ccClpXP.
C. Aspartate-substitutions were made at four positions (153, V154, L156, and R160) in ccSspBa and
the variants (0.3 pM) tested for adaptor function with ccClpXP (0.2 pM) and EcClpXP (0.05
pM). The rates were normalized to the degradation rate of GFP-ccssrA in the presence of
WT ccSspBa.
Assays of ccSspBa-mediated stimulation of GFP-ccssrA degradation have limited dynamic range
because this substrate is degraded reasonably well (Km-1-2 pM) by CIpXP alone [Fig. 2.5(B)].
To address this concern, we changed the C-terminal residues of this substrate from VAA to
DAS (GFP-ccDAS) [Fig. 2.5(A)]. This substitution weakens EcCIpX recognition of the ssrA tag
and increases the adaptor-dependence of degradation (McGinness et al., 2006). When we
assayed ccSspBa stimulation of ccClpXP degradation of GFP-ccDAS, the 1153A, V154A, L156A,
R160A, and K162A mutations caused substantial reductions in the stimulated degradation rate
whereas the D157A, F159A, and K161A substitutions had only modest effects [Fig. 2.5(C)].
Substitution of alanine for S5 or D157 in ccSspBa did not have a large effect on substrate
delivery. It seemed possible, however, that proline substitutions at these positions might
interfere with ClpX-binding by disrupting conformations (for example, an a-helix or P-strand) of
the entire XB peptide and thus interfering with contacts made by residues flanking these
positions. However, proline substitutions at either position caused only minor reductions in the
ability of these ccSspBa variants to stimulate ccClpXP degradation (Fig. 2.6). It appears,
therefore, that the XB peptide of ccSspBa binds in a conformation compatible with the
restrictions of the backbone dihedral angle that would be enforced by proline at these positions.
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Figure 2.5. Degradation of GFP-ccDAS by ccClpXP.
A. The ssrA tag in C. crescentus (cossrA) consists of 14 amino acids, the last three (VAA)
resembling the terminal "LAA" residues of the 11-residue E. coli ssrA tag (EcssrA).
Substituting the last three residues of either tag with the sequence "DAS" made the tag a
weaker degron, and thus proteolysis of tagged protein more adaptor-dependent. For EcssrA,
the tag was also elongated (to remove an SspB-ClpX clash) to generate the DAS+4 tag.
B. Cartoon depicting ssrA-DAS recognition. The efficiency of substrate degradation depends
on the protein-protein interactions occurring in the ternary complex formed between the
substrate (GFP-ssrA), the adaptor (SspB), and ClpX (left panel). When the tag is modified
such that there is only a weak substrate-ClpX interaction (e.g. the DAS tags where used),
adaptor-ClpX interactions dictate the efficiency of degradation (right panel).
C. The ccSspBa C-terminal residues were individually changed to alanine and assayed for their
ability to enhance degradation of GFP-ccDAS (0.1 pM) by CCClpXP (0.2 pM). ccSspBa
variants were present at 0.3 pM. (Top) Degradation traces for representative ccSspBa
variants. (Bottom) Summary of the alanine-scan results of the C-terminal region of ccSspBa.
The rates were normalized to the degradation rate of GFP-ccDAS (0.1 pM) in the presence
of WT ccSspBa (0.3 pM).
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Figure 2.6. Secondary structure in the ccSspBa C-terminal region is not critical.
S155 or D157 (shown in bold in sequence, Top) in the C-terminal region of ccSspBa were
substituted with proline, which disrupts secondary structure, and the proteins were assayed for
their ability to deliver GFP-ccssrA (0.1 pM) to CcClpXP (0.2 pM). Neither substitution inhibited
adaptor function.
CCSspBa XB mutations decrease N-domain affinity.
We anticipated that the alanine substitutions in the XB region of ccSspBa would reduce affinity
for the ccClpXP N domain. To test this idea directly, we synthesized fluorescent XB-peptide
variants and assayed binding. Alanine substitutions for 1153, V154, L156, F159, R160, and K162
decreased affinity to varying extents (Fig. 2.7, Table 2.1). Substitutions at the remaining
positions had very small effects. These results largely mirror the defects in substrate delivery for
the corresponding substitutions in full-length ccSspBa.
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Figure 2.7. Binding interaction between ccClpX N domain and ccSspBa.
A. An alanine-scan of a peptide consisting of the C-terminal residues of ccSspBa was done and
the peptides were tested for their ability to bind the ccClpX N domain. The wild-type
sequence is shown in dashed gray [see Fig. 1(C)]. Peptide concentration was 60 nM. KD
values of all the ccSspBa C-terminal peptide variants are shown in Table 2.1.
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B. Comparison of the change in KD value caused by the Ala-substitution (relative to the value of
WT ccSspBa XB). Residues 1153, V154, L156 , R 160, and K162 (marked with *) were most
important for binding ccClpX N domain. The KD values of Ala-substitutions at 1153, V154, and
L 56 (marked with t) were > 16-fold higher than that of WT adaptor and could not be
depicted within the scale of the y-axis.
Table 2.1. KD values of ccSspBa C-terminal peptides binding to C. crescentus ClpX N domain
(dimer)
Peptide Sequence KD (PM)
YKIVSLDQFRKK
YKAVSLDQFRKK
YKIASLDQFRKK
YKIVALDQFRKK
YKIVSADQFRKK
YKIVSLAQFRKK
YKIVSLDAFRKK
YKIVSLDQARKK
YKIVSLDQFAKK
YKIVSLDQFRAK
YKIVSLDQFRKA
26.0 + 4.8
> 400
> 400
32.1 + 2.3
> 400
50.9 + 12
23.1 + 3.9
66.9 + 13
200 + 82
39.3 + 5.4
303 + 100
Effects of EcSsPB XB mutations on substrate delivery and N-domain affinity.
As shown in Figure 2.1 (B,C), phylogenetic comparisons reveal very different patterns of
sequence conservation for the XB peptides of SspB orthologs from the y- and p-proteobacteria
as opposed to those from a-proteobacteria. To probe the functional importance of residues in
the EcSspB XB peptide, we purified alanine-substituted variants and assayed their ability to
WT
1153A
V154A
S155A
Li 56A
D157A
Q158A
F159A
R160A
K161A
K162A
deliver GFP-EcDAS to EcClpXP. The largest defects were observed for the L161A and V164A
variants [Fig. 2.8(A)]. For comparison, this figure also shows the relative abilities of the same
variants to deliver a normal ssrA-tagged substrate, a similar but less sensitive assay (Wah et al.,
2003).
To determine the effects of the alanine substitutions on the affinity of the EcSspB XB peptide for
the EcCIpX N domain, we carried out peptide-binding experiments [Fig. 2.8(B)]. The L161A
substitution made N-domain binding too weak to measure, the V164A substitution decreased
binding -7-fold, whereas smaller effects were detected for the remaining substitutions. These
results agree well with the functional studies. Importantly, they establish that the N domain of
CIpX recognizes ccSspBa XB peptides in a substantially different manner than the XB peptides
from y- and P-proteobacterial SspBs.
Different XB sequences compete for bindinq the N domain.
Because ccXB and EcXB sequences have such distinct features, we sought to determine if they
bound distinct sites in the N domains of ccClpX and EcClpX. Therefore, degradation of GFP-
EcDAS by either ccClpXP or EcClpXP was performed in the presence of EcSspB with or without
high concentrations of CCXB peptide. As shown in Fig. 2.9 (A), this peptide inhibited degradation
by both proteases, indicating that it competes with EcSspB for interaction with these enzymes.
Furthermore, GFP-EcssrA degradation, which is less adaptor-dependent, was also inhibited by
the ccXB peptide [Fig. 2.9(B)]. Importantly, ccXB only inhibited reactions in which substrate
delivery was promoted by an adaptor (EcSspB). Thus, these results indicate that the C.
crescentus and E. coli XB peptides bind the same or overlapping sites on the N domain of CIpX.
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Figure 2.8. Functional and binding interactions between EcClpX N domain and EcSspB.
A. The 5 C-terminal residues of EcSspB were changed individually to Ala and the variants
tested for function by monitoring degradation of GFP- EcDAS (dark gray bars). Reactions
contained 0.05 pM cClpXP, 0.3 pM EcSspB variant and 0.1 pM substrate. Rates were
normalized to the rate of degradation of GFP-EcDAS in the presence of WT EcSspB. The
L161A and V164A variants were the most defective. A similar result was observed by Wah
et al. (2003) who used GFP- EcssrA as a substrate to test the function of these Ala-variants
(shown in pale gray/dashed bars). As expected, the activities of all variants were higher for
degradation of WT GFP-ssrA than the DAS variant.
B. Peptides (60 nM) corresponding to an alanine-scan of the EcSspB C-terminal region were
tested for EcClpX N-domain-binding. The KD values were determined by fluorescence
anisotropy (inset). Residues L161 and V164 (marked with asterisk) were the most important for
the interaction. The KD value of L161A (marked with t) was > 10-fold higher than that of WT
adaptor and could not be depicted within the scale of the y-axis.
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Figure 2.9. Competition between ccSspB XB and EcSspB XB motifs for binding ccClpX andEcCIpX.
A. GFP-EcDAS (0.1 pM) degradation reactions were set-up using either EcClpXP (0.05 pM) orCCCipXP (0.2 pM) as the protease. When a high concentration of ccXB peptide (200 pM) was
added, GFP-EcDAS (0.1 pM) degradation was inhibited. Degradation rates were normalized
to that of GFP-EcDAS in the presence of WT EcSspB without any competitor peptide.
B. CipXP-mediated degradation of GFP- EcssrA (0.1 pM) in the presence of EcSspB (0.3 pM)
was inhibited when 200 pM ccXB (YKIVSLDQFRKK) peptide was added to the reaction. This
result was observed with ClpXP from both C. crescentus and E. coli. In the absence of
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EcSspB, inhibition was not observed, indicating that peptide-inhibition was due to disruption
of the EcSspB-ClpX interaction rather than a direct effect on the enzyme.
DISCUSSION
As previously shown for E. coli SspB, the C-terminal residues of C. crescentus SspBa mediate
its interaction with ClpX. Surprisingly, however, phylogenetic conservation and studies of mutant
adaptors and XB peptides indicate that ClpX recognizes ccSspBa and EcSspB in very different
ways. For instance, the XB regions of orthologs from a-proteobacteria are longer and appear to
make many more side-chain contacts with CIpX than the XB regions of orthologs from y- and p-
proteobacteria. Nevertheless, the N-terminal domain of CIpX from either E. coli or C. crescentus
is able to bind both XB peptides. As a consequence, both ccSspBa and EcSspB can deliver
cognate substrates to the CIpXP proteases from C. crescentus or E. coli. These results
establish that the N domains of CIpX from both species have at least two distinct peptide-
binding specificities. One of these modes of binding appears to be exclusively used for SspBa
recognition in the a-proteobacteria, whereas the other seems to be employed for SspB tethering
in all y- and p-proteobacteria.
Mutant studies presented here and previously (Wah et al., 2003) indicate that just two residues
in the XB peptide of EcSspB, L16' and V164 (LRVVK165), play major roles in CIpX recognition, with
the leucine side-chain being most important. Because the XB peptide of ccSspBa
(IVSLDQFRKK 162 ) contains a leucine separated by two residues from a phenylalanine, it might
be argued that these peptides bind the N domain of CIpX in generally similar ways. However,
several results are difficult to reconcile with this model. First, the LxxF sequence in the ccSspBa
peptide is still present in the ARKK chimeric variant, which fails to deliver substrates [see Fig.
2.3(B)], and in the ARKK ccSspBa XB peptide, which fails to bind the N domain of ccClpX (data
not shown). Second, the crystal structure of a complex of EcCIpX N domain with EcXB peptide
shows that the residue immediately following L161 (LRVVK) adopts dihedral angles that would be
inaccessible to proline (Park et al., 2007). In contrast, our results show that the ccSspBa XB
variant IVSLPQFRKK is active in delivering substrates to CIpXP (see Fig. 2.6). Third, the side-
chain of V164 in the EcSspB XB peptide packs into a hydrophobic pocket in the EcClpX N domain
that is too small to accommodate a phenylalanine side-chain (Park et al., 2007). It seems most
likely, therefore, that these peptides bind the N domain in fundamentally different fashions.
However, competition experiments suggest that both XB peptides bind at the same or
overlapping sites in the ClpX N domain (see Fig. 2.9). Thus, the same general peptide-binding
pocket may have an unusual amount of flexibility in potential modes of binding specificity.
One minor anomaly in analysis of the ccSspBa XB region concerns differences between
experiments using deletions and alanine substitutions. Specifically, we found that one (K162) or
two (K161K162) C-terminal residues could be deleted from the ccSspBa XB peptide without
causing significant defects in substrate delivery (see Fig. 2.3). We also synthesized AKK and
ARKK XB peptides and assayed binding to the N domain of ccClpX. The AKK peptide bound the
N domain with reduced but substantial affinity, whereas almost no binding was detected for the
ARKK peptide (data not shown). By contrast, alanine substitutions at positions 161 and 162
reduced substrate-delivery activity in some assays [see Fig. 2.5(C)]. These results could be
reconciled if contacts between these lysine side chains and ClpX stabilize the complex, whereas
contacts mediated by the peptide backbone of these residues destabilize binding to a roughly
comparable extent. Prior studies have also shown that deletion of the C-terminal lysine (K165) of
EcSspB does not affect substrate delivery (Wah et al., 2003). However, the co-crystal structure
shows that this lysine side-chain makes numerous intimate contacts with the EcClpX N domain
(Park et al., 2007). Indeed, based on the structure alone, it would be reasonable to suggest that
this lysine plays an important role in ClpX-binding, and yet we detected only a marginal
decrease in ClpX N-domain affinity when this residue was changed to alanine, indicating that
the side-chain contacts are not critical.
If the C-terminal lysine residues of EcSspB and ccSspBa are not needed for binding CIpX or for
delivery of substrates for degradation, then why have these residues been conserved in
adaptors and most of their orthologs? We propose that these terminal amino acids might
function to help protect SspB from degradation. SspB is a dimer, and both C-terminal tails
normally bind N domains in the CIpX hexamer (Bolon et al., 2004a). However, EcSspB tethered
via a single XB tail also functions as an adaptor (Bolon et al., 2004a; McGinness et al., 2007),
which would potentially allow the second XB peptide of a dimer to be engaged by the
translocation pore of CIpX, leading to degradation of that subunit. However, replacing the C-
terminal residue of the ssrA degron with lysine makes it an exceptionally poor degradation tag
for CIpXP (Barkow, 2009). Thus, having lysine at the C-terminus of the XB peptide should
minimize inadvertent ClpXP-mediated degradation. Similar considerations may explain the
strong phylogenetic conservation of D 15 in SspBa orthologs [see Fig. 2.1(A)]. This acidic amino
acid is present in more than 95% of all SspBa XB sequences, but we detected no effects of an
alanine substitution either in substrate delivery or in ClpX-binding [see Fig. 2.4(A,B), 2.5(C),
2.7(B), Table 2.1]. Numerous experiments have shown that mutation of residues in degrons to
aspartic acid also weakens binding to the translocation pore of ClpX (Flynn et al., 2001;
Gottesman et al., 1998). Testing these ideas will require further analysis as the ccSspBa
variants used in this study are not ideally suited for degradation experiments because they carry
N-terminal affinity tags.
Why has recognition of the two peptide-binding motifs, exemplified by the XB peptides of EcSspB
and ccSspBa, been retained by ClpX orthologs that no longer need to interact with the other
class of adaptor? The obvious possibility is that these binding sites in the CIpX N domain are
maintained because they are also used in recognition of other substrates. For example, an
LREI sequence in E. coli UmuD helps mediate CIpXP degradation (Gonzalez et al., 2000;
Neher et al., 2003) and is a good match to the p/y- XB consensus motif. Similarly, a peptide
from the AO substrate, which binds the N domain of CIpX, contains an LLA156 sequence
(Thibault et al., 2006). Moreover, the C-terminal residues of the phage MuA protein
(LDILEQNRRKKAl662) target it for CIpXP degradation in a partially N-domain-dependent manner
and share homology with the ccSspBa XB peptide (Abdelhakim et al., 2008; Levchenko et al.,
1997; Wojtyra et al., 2003).
Peptide-binding domains (PDZ, WW, SH2, SH3, PTB, FHA, 14-3-3, EVH1, etc.) are used in
modular fashions in an enormous number of biological processes to ensure specificity. In
virtually all of these cases, each type of domain has a single binding specificity. Thus, it is
somewhat unusual that the N domain of ClpX has at least two peptide-binding specificities.
Similarly, the SspB adaptor has more than one binding specificity (Chien et al., 2007a; Flynn et
al., 2004; Flynn et al., 2001; Levchenko et al., 2005; Levchenko et al., 2003; Song and Eck,
2003). For example, crystal structures show that the peptide-binding groove of EcSspB binds to
a peptide sequence in the ssrA tag in one way and binds to a non-homologous recognition
sequence in the RseA protein in a completely different fashion. Nevertheless, ssrA and RseA
peptides compete for SspB because the binding sites for these peptides overlap (Levchenko et
al., 2005). Our competition experiments suggest that the binding sites for the P/y-XB peptides
and a-XB peptides in the ClpX N domain also overlap, although structural experiments will be
needed to confirm this surmise.
CIpXP has hundreds of natural substrates, which are recognized via five classes of degrons
(Flynn et al., 2003). Moreover, other AAA+ proteases interact with multiple types of peptide
signals to identify the correct substrates (Erbse et al., 2006; Gonzalez et al., 1998; Gottesman
et al., 1998; Griffith et al., 2004; Gur and Sauer, 2008; Hoskins et al., 2000; Hoskins and
Wickner, 2006; Ishii and Amano, 2001; Wang et al., 2007). The AAA+ p97 protein also employs
its N domain to interact with disparate sequences in a wide variety of adaptors (Yeung et al.,
2008). The peptide-binding versatility exhibited by the ClpX N domain and SspB ensures that
CIpXP can recognize many different substrates and adaptors in different ways but with high
specificity. This feature allows CIpXP to carry out quality-control surveillance of a large fraction
of the proteome and to participate in numerous regulatory circuits without the need for a single
type of degron. Moreover, the ability of CIpXP and other AAA+ proteases to recognize multiple
classes of degrons permits the recognition of several weak sequence signals to be coupled via
avidity effects. These properties of the system free protein substrates to evolve sequence
signals that are both compatible with function and only result in degradation under specific
circumstances, such as unfolding, complex dissociation, complex assembly, chemical or
proteolytic modification (Baker and Sauer, 2006). Competition of different substrates and/or
adaptors for distinct but overlapping binding sites provides an additional level of potential
regulation of intracellular proteolysis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Buffers
PD buffer contained 25 mM HEPES-KOH (pH 7.6), 5 mM KCl, 15 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl 2 ,
0.032% NP-40, and 10% glycerol. The ATP-regeneration system contained 5 mM ATP, 50
pg/mL creatine kinase, and 5 mM creatine phosphate. Buffers S1, W20, and W500 contained 50
mM sodium phosphate (pH 8.0), 300 mM NaCl, and imidazole at concentrations of 10 mM, 20
mM, or 500 mM, respectively. For purification of the ccClpX N domain, buffer S1 contained 5
mM imidazole and buffers S1 and W20 were supplemented with 10 mM B-mercaptoethanol
(BME) and 10% glycerol. Buffer A contained 20 mM HEPES-KOH (pH 8.0), 150 mM KCI, 10%
glycerol, and 10 mM BME. Buffer S contained 20 mM HEPES-KOH (pH 8.0) and 100 mM KCl.
Protein and Peptide Purification
EcCIpX, EcCIpp, EcSspB, ccClpX, ccClpP, ccSspBa, and GFP proteins bearing the E. coli or C.
crescentus ssrA tags were purified as described (Chien et al., 2007b; Kim et al., 2000;
Levchenko et al., 2000; Levchenko et al., 1997; Yakhnin et al., 1998). GFP-EcDAS(+4) protein
was a gift from J.S. Butler (MIT).
The ccSspBa variants with an N-terminal His6 tag were cloned into a pET28b vector under T7-
promotor control and transformed into E coli strain BL21 (DE3)/pLysS. The N-terminal His 6-
tagged EcSspB variants, cloned in pET14b vector, were expressed in BL21 (DE3) strains (strains
provided by laboratory of RT Sauer). Cells were grown at 37 0C to OD600 = 0.5 in Luria-Bertani
broth containing 50 pg/mL kanamycin. Protein expression was induced for 2 h by addition of 0.5
mM isopropyl p-D-thiogalactoside. The culture was harvested by centrifugation, re-suspended in
10 mL of buffer S1 per liter of initial cell culture, and 1 pL/mL protease inhibitor cocktail set Ill
(Novagen, Madison, WI) was added. Cells were frozen in liquid nitrogen, stored, thawed, and
lysed by incubating with lysozyme. The lysate was treated with benzonase nuclease (Novagen),
cleared by centrifugation for 20 min at 30,000 X g at 4 0C, and incubated with nickel-NTA
agarose beads (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) equilibrated in S1 buffer for 1 h at 4 *C. The beads were
collected by centrifugation, re-suspended, and washed sequentially with buffer S1 and buffer
W20. Bound protein was eluted in five fractions using buffer W500. Fractions containing SspB
variants were identified by SDS-PAGE, buffer-exchanged into buffer S using PD-10 desalting
columns (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ), pooled, and the concentration determined by UV
absorption at 280 nm (E = 13,000 M-1 cm-1).
GFP-ccDAS was constructed using a Gateway cloning system as previously published (Skerker
et al., 2005) and the protocol described above used to purify the protein (E = 55,000 M-1 cm-1).
CCCIpX (residues 1-61) and EcCIpX (residues 1-64) N domains with cleavable N-terminal His 6
tags were expressed in E coli strains BLR(DE3) (provided by S. Glynn, MIT) and
BL21(DE3)/pLysS respectively using the protocol described for expression of c'SspBa variants.
Harvested cells were re-suspended in 10 mL S1 buffer plus 10 mM BME and 10% glycerol per
liter of initial culture and lysed using a French Press (25,000 psi) at 4 *C. The protocol for
purification of ccSspBa variants was then followed up to the wash step. After washing with buffer
W20 plus 10 mM BME and 10% glycerol, the nickel-NTA beads were re-suspended in wash
buffer, recombinant thrombin (Novagen) was added, and the mixture was incubated overnight at
4 'C to cleave the His 6 tag. The nickel-NTA resin was removed by centrifugation, and the
supernatant was chromatographed on a Superdex-75 gel filtration column (GE Healthcare)
equilibrated in buffer A. Fractions containing the ClpX N domain were identified by SDS-PAGE,
pooled, concentrated using Amicon (MWCO 5k) (Millipore, Billerica, MA) tubes, and the protein
concentration was determined by UV absorption at 280 nm.
Fluorescein-labeled peptides corresponding to the XB regions of ccSspBa (YKIVSLDQFRKK),
EcSspB (RGGRPALRVVK), and variants containing single alanine substitutions were
synthesized by using FMOC techniques on an Apex 396 solid-phase synthesizer.
Protein Degradation Assays
GFP substrates (100 nM) were incubated with EcClpXP (50 nM EcClpX 6 ; 100 nM EcCIPP 14) or
CCClpXP (200 nM CCCIpX 6; 400 nM CClIpP 1 4 ) in the presence or absence of adaptor (300 nM
monomer) at 30 0C in PD buffer plus an ATP-regeneration system (Flynn et al., 2001).
Degradation was monitored by decreased fluorescence (excitation 488 nm; emission 511 nm)
using a Photon Technology International fluorimeter (Birmingham, NJ). The rates of reaction
were determined by the slopes of linear fits to the decrease in fluorescence within the first 10-30
seconds of reaction. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of three or more
independent measurements.
Peptide-binding Assay
Fluorescein-labeled ccSspBa XB peptides (60 nM) were incubated with increasing amounts of
CcCpX N domain in buffer A at 30 0C, and fluorescence anisotropy was measured using a
Photon Technology International fluorimeter (excitation 490 nm; emission 515 nm). The binding
of fluorescent EcSspB XB peptides to the EcCIpX N domain was assayed in the same way. The
KD values from individual experiments were determined by fitting binding data to the quadratic
equation determined from the following equilibrium:
[CIpX N domain] + [XB peptide] +-> [CIpX N domain-XB peptide]
The binding equation used was y = a + ((b-a)*((d+x+c) - (SQRT((d+x+c) 2 - 4dx)/2d))) where y (y-
axis) = anisotropy, x (x-axis) = [ClpX N domain], a = anisotropy of free peptide, b = anisotropy
when all peptide is bound to the N domain, c= KD, d = [total peptide].
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CHAPTER THREE
Substrate-Selection by the ClpXP Protease: Future Directions
Much progress has been made in understanding the intracellular proteolysis machinery in
prokaryotes over the past few years. The balance between degrading a broad spectrum of
substrates and retaining a high level of specificity is vital to the proper functioning of the
proteolytic machinery. The different strategies used by intracellular proteases to maintain this
balance have been the topic of numerous studies. However, significant aspects of the complex
process of substrate selection are still unknown. The goal of this work has been to better
understand the unusual abilities of two players in this system, the adaptor protein SspB and the
N domain of the AAA+ protein CIpX, to interact with a wide range of proteins. This chapter
discusses some of the still unanswered questions about the two proteins and how an extension
of some of this work can contribute to our understanding of the roles of SspB and CIpX in the
cell.
The SspB Adaptor Protein
In E. coli, SspB functions as a canonical adaptor by delivering substrates to ClpXP, thereby
enhancing degradation rates. Although there have been many studies characterizing its
structure and mechanism of action, several details about SspB remain unknown. First, it is still
unclear how SspB selects proteins to interact with. The two known groups of SspB-modulated
CIpXP substrates, ssrA-tagged polypeptides and NRseA, do not share a common or similar
peptide-binding motif. Despite the dissimilarity, both substrates bind SspB in overlapping
binding sites (Flynn et al., 2001; Levchenko et al., 2005; Levchenko et al., 2003; Song and Eck,
2003). This lack of a consensus sequence for SspB-binding indicates the versatility of the
adaptor-substrate interaction and leaves open the possibility that SspB is able to recognize
additional CIpXP substrates. Indeed, there is experimental evidence pointing in that direction.
Both previous work and the proteomic screen in this work (see Appendix) have provided a
number of candidate substrates, which may be directly interacting with SspB. However,
experiments will have to be conducted to validate that these candidates are true SspB-
modulated substrates. In vitro degradation assays using purified proteins will be useful to test
whether they are CIpXP substrates and if they interact with SspB. However, as discussed in
chapter 1, several CIpX substrates contain latent degrons, which are exposed only after initial
substrate-processing by other proteases. Therefore, lack of in vitro degradation does not
necessarily imply that a protein is not a bona fide CIpXP substrate. Under these circumstances,
monitoring in vivo levels of the endogenous proteins over time in strains with and without CIpXP
or SspB will likely give more conclusive results.
By identifying CIpXP substrates that interact with SspB (if more direct substrates in fact exist), it
will be possible to get a better understanding of how SspB selects substrates. Analyzing
properties of SspB-modulated substrates could help identify determinants for SspB-binding as
well as provide clues about why these particular substrates associate with adaptors whereas
others do not. By extension, we will also get insight into the roles of adaptor proteins in general.
Degradation of several substrates appears to be inhibited by SspB, as they were trapped more
in the absence of SspB ((Flynn et al., 2004); Appendix). The trapping experiment using an sspB
over-expression strain would be a good complement to the proteomic screen in this work. A
possibility is that SspB may be directly interacting with substrates to mask degrons and
consequently inhibiting degradation. More indirectly, SspB may also be competing with
substrates or adaptors to bind CIpXP. Indeed, there are various lines of evidence that SspB can
compete with CIpX N domain-binding proteins such as Dps and RssB (Meyer et al., in prep).
Analyses of substrates that are stabilized in the presence of SspB will also be able to provide
important information about novel adaptor proteins.
Despite studies on the mechanism and structure of SspB, surprisingly little is known about
regulation and biological functions of SspB in the cell. SspB (stringent starvation protein B) is
part of the ssp operon, which also codes for an RNA-polymerase associated protein called
SspA. SspA expression is induced during stationary phase and under stress conditions such as
acid stress or amino acid starvation (Hansen et al., 2005; Williams et al., 1994). Genes involved
in acid tolerance are under the regulation of the global regulator H-NS, which inhibits expression
under normal growth conditions. SspA down-regulates H-NS levels during acid stress, thereby
relieving the repression and enabling the cell to cope with the low surrounding pH (Hansen et
al., 2005). Unlike levels of SspA, SspB levels appear unchanged in both exponential and
stationary phases (Farrell et al., 2005). However, it is possible that SspB levels change under
different stress conditions. For instance, during amino acid starvation conditions, SspB
activation would increase the degradation rates of ssrA-tagged polypeptides and free amino
acids, which could then be used to synthesize stress-response proteins. Understanding how
SspB is regulated will provide insight into the physiological importance of the adaptor.
Recent work has identified proteins termed anti-adaptors, which can stabilize substrates.
Multiple anti-adaptors have been shown to inhibit RssB interaction with the stationary phase
sigma factor as, leading to increased as stability and induction of as-induced genes (Bougdour
et al., 2008; Bougdour et al., 2006). It would be interesting to see if there are similar inhibitors
specific to SspB. Pulling out SspB-interacting proteins from cell lysate by using an affinity
column of SspB-coated beads would be useful for identifying, not only novel CIpX substrates
that interact with SspB, but also general SspB-binding proteins including anti-adaptors.
The N-terminal domain of the AAA+ Unfoldase CIpX
Similar to SspB, the peptide recognition by the ClpX N domain is very flexible. As shown in this
work (see chapter 2), cross-species interactions between CIpX and SspB in E. coli and C.
crescentus, despite limited sequence identity, demonstrate the variation in length and sequence
of N domain-interacting regions. To gain more insight into this flexibility in peptide recognition,
co-crystal structures of E. co/i and C. crescentus CIpX N domains with the ccSspBa XB identified
in this work would be very helpful to learn more details about the interaction. Because ccXB and
EcXB are able to compete for binding the N domain, it is highly likely that they bind overlapping
sites on the N domain. Learning more about the detailed interactions in that region will provide
more insight into how exactly CIpX N domain selects substrates and adaptors. Co-crystal
structures of the N domain with peptides corresponding to other N domain-specific substrates,
such as Dps and AO, could also be useful. Because of the sequence and length diversity in N
domain-binding regions, details of the peptide-N domain interactions will contribute towards
understanding the general mechanism of protein recognition by the CIpX N domain.
Both N domain and the AAA+ domain of CIpX are involved in substrate recognition. They have
distinct substrate preference, which is important for the ability of CIpXP to degrade a wide
spectrum of substrates. To investigate the contribution of each domain to substrate selection,
one approach would be to express the CIpPtrap in a strain expressing a variant of ClpX without
the N domain. Trapped proteins in a strain expressing the full-length CIpX could be compared to
the substrates trapped in a strain expressing CIpXAN. Because all the known CIpX adaptors
interact with the N domain, this experiment can also provide information about new adaptor
proteins. For instance, if a particular substrate is trapped more in the strain expressing full-
length CIpX, an adaptor may be involved in the degradation process.
The work in this thesis has been to better understand the process of substrate selection by
intracellular proteases. The N domain of the AAA+ unfoldase ClpX has been shown to have a
complex mode of interacting with substrates and adaptors of the CIpXP protease. Specificity of
the N domain is not surprising, given the importance of ensuring minimal indiscriminate protein
degradation. However, interestingly, the N domain is also considerably versatile in peptide
recognition, imposing limited restrictions on sequences of interacting-proteins and thereby
widening the range of substrates degraded by the protease. Furthermore, the ClpX-specific
adaptor protein SspB also has a similar trait of being both specific and flexible in substrate-
binding. Several potential SspB-modulated ClpXP substrates have been provided by a
proteomic screen (see Appendix), analyses of which may be able to contribute to a greater
understanding of the biological role of SspB and perhaps of adaptors in general.
APPENDIX I
Proteomic Screen to Elucidate the Effect of SspB on CIpX Substrate Profile in E. coli
This work was done in collaboration with Judit Villen (laboratory of Steven Gygi, Harvard
Medical School). J.V. conducted the mass spectrometry and peptide analysis using SILAC.
INTRODUCTION
Proteolysis by intracellular bacterial proteases is important for protein quality control and
regulation of many cellular responses. Energy-dependent proteases in bacteria include ClpXP,
ClpAP, HsIUV, Lon, and FtsH. These proteases consist of two separate components, one
ATPase subunit belonging to the AAA+ (ATPases associated with various cellular activities)
super-family and one proteolytic subunit (Gottesman, 2003). Stacking of the two ring-shaped
subunits forms a barrel-like structure with the active peptidase sites sequestered within the
internal chamber. The ATPase component confers substrate-specificity to the proteases, a very
important trait as indiscriminate protein degradation can have severe detrimental effects on the
cell. After recognizing substrates, the ATPase unfolds and translocates them into the interior of
the proteolytic component where the unfolded polypeptides are cleaved into short peptides
(Gottesman, 2003).
ClpXP is one of the best-characterized proteases in E coli. The ATPase component ClpX forms
a hexameric ring and stacks with the tetradecameric peptidase ClpP, resulting in the active
CIpXP protease. ClpP can also associate with another ATPase ClpA to form a different protease
ClpAP. Although ClpXP and ClpAP can degrade some of the same substrates, they have
distinct substrate-preferences (Gottesman et al., 1993; Grimaud et al., 1998; Katayama et al.,
1988; Wojtkowiak et al., 1993).
Proteases are usually able to recognize substrates by degradation signals (degrons) or tags,
which are amino acid sequences located mostly near the N- or C-terminal regions of the
substrates. Although these tags can often be directly recognized, additional proteins called
adaptors are also able to affect substrate-choice. These protease-specific and substrate-specific
adaptors often bind both protease and substrates to facilitate degradation. Certain adaptors
such as RssB and UmuD are necessary for degradation of substrates (as and UmuD'
respectively) whereas others like SspB enhance degradation rates of substrates that can be
degraded by ClpXP even in the absence of the adaptor (Baker and Sauer, 2006).
The SspB adaptor protein has been shown to bind two groups of ClpXP-substrates and, by
tethering them to the protease, increase the local substrate concentration resulting in a
substantial increase in degradation rate. SspB-modulated substrates include the ssrA-tagged
polypeptides and the cytoplasmic domain of the anti-sigma factor RseA (NRseA) (Flynn et al.,
2004; Levchenko et al., 2000). The ssrA-tag is an 11-residue C-terminal peptide that is
appended onto incomplete polypeptides when ribosomes stall during translation. ClpX
recognizes this tag and results in destruction of these defective polypeptides (Karzai et al.,
2000). The second SspB-facilitated substrate is a domain of RseA, a transmembrane protein
involved in extracytoplasmic stress response. Under non-stress conditions, the N-terminal
cytoplasmic domain of RseA (NRseA) remains bound to the sigma factor aE to keep it inactive.
However, when there is cell envelope stress, such as unfolded proteins in the periplasm, RseA
is processed by two membrane-bound proteases to release the NRseA-uE complex. CIpXP is
now able to recognize the C-terminal residues of NRseA and degrade it, allowing aE to turn on
stress-response genes. NRseA is also recognized by SspB, which delivers it to the CIpXP
protease (Flynn et al., 2004).
Similar to proteases, adaptor proteins recognize specific substrates through recognition tags.
Interestingly, the SspB-interacting regions (underlined) of the ssrA-tag (1AANDENYALAA") and
NRseA (77EAQPAPHQWQKMPFW 9 ) share homology in neither length nor sequence (Flynn et
al., 2004; Flynn et al., 2001; Levchenko et al., 2005; Levchenko et al., 2003; Song and Eck,
2003). Therefore, it is difficult to define an SspB-binding motif based on these two regions and
leaves open the possibility that there are additional yet-unidentified SspB-modulated CIpXP
substrates. Indeed, there is evidence that points towards that direction. Flynn et al. (2004) took
advantage of an inactive variant of CIpP known as the ClpPtraP, which has an Ala-substitution of
the active site Ser 97 to investigate the effect of SspB on substrate selection by CIpXP. CIpX
can form a complex with ClpPtaP, unfolding and translocating substrates into the ClpPtrap-pore.
However, once inside the pore, the unfolded substrates cannot be degraded by the inactive
ClpPtraP and remain trapped. By expressing this CIpPtraP in cells with and without SspB, Flynn et
al. (2004) compared the "trapped" substrates in the two strains by two-dimensional gel
electrophoresis and mass spectrometry (Fig A1.1). NRseA was trapped more in the strain
expressing SspB and subsequent experiments showed that it directly interacted with the
adaptor during proteolysis. Interestingly, there were additional proteins that were differentially
trapped in the two strains, implying that SspB may have a global effect on substrate selection by
CIpXP and raising the possibility that some of these proteins may directly interact with the
adaptor in a manner similar to NRseA and ssrA-tagged substrates.
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Figure A1.1. Substrates associated with ClpXPraP in sspB* and sspB- strains (Flynn et al., 2004).
These substrates were analyzed by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis to compare the ClpX
substrate profile in the two strains. Substrates that were preferentially trapped in the presence of
SspB are circled and substrates that were preferentially trapped in the absence of SspB are
enclosed by squares (Figure taken from (Flynn et al., 2004)).
Why do certain ClpXP substrates have SspB as an adaptor whereas others do not? One
possibility is that SspB is used to co-regulate groups of proteins by modulating their degradation
by ClpXP (Flynn et al., 2004). Another option could be that cells use SspB to enhance
degradation of substrates of higher priority. Because ClpX has multiple substrates, it is highly
likely that there is competition amongst substrates for binding the ATPase. Having SspB as an
adaptor can give certain proteins priority over others when competing for ClpX. As a result,
SspB-binding proteins might be predicted to be degraded much faster than other substrates
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under specific conditions. By profiling ClpXP substrates that are modulated by SspB, it will be
possible to explore these hypotheses and gain insight into exact roles of SspB and other
adaptors in cells.
This study involves a quantitative analysis of the CIpXP-substrate profiles in the presence and
absence of SspB. We used an approach called stable isotope labeling by amino acids in cell
culture (SILAC) to identify ClpXPtaP-substrates in sspB* and sspB- cells (Ong et al., 2002). This
quantitative mass spectrometry technique was successfully used by Neher et al. (2006) to probe
the effect of DNA damage on ClpXP substrate profile. The substrate profile of ClpXP in cells
grown under regular conditions was compared to the CIpXP substrate profile in cells treated
with a DNA-damaging agent. The two sets of cells were labeled with two different isotopes of
leucine and ClpPtaP (and associated substrates) was purified from an equal mixture of the two
samples. An analysis of the SILAC ratio (heavy-to-light peptides) of the trapped substrates
allowed a direct comparison between the ClpXPtraP-substrates in the two sets of cells.
Here, we expressed the inactive CpPtraP in two different strains. The strain expressing sspB was
grown in defined media containing 13C-Leu whereas the sspB- strain was grown in media
supplemented with regular (12C-)Leu. The CpPtrap protein from the two strains was purified and
associated proteins identified by tandem mass spectrometry. The SILAC ratio was calculated for
each of the trapped substrates. A high SILAC ratio [H/L] indicated that the substrate was
trapped more in the presence of SspB whereas a low [H/L] ratio indicated the opposite (Fig
A1.2). Any potential SspB-modulated ClpXP substrates would be in the first group as they were
preferentially recognized by CIpXP in the presence of SspB. Substrates that directly competed
with SspB to interact with ClpX, e.g. the DNA-binding stress protein Dps, would be in the
second group. Thus, this approach can make it possible not only to find novel SspB-interacting
substrates but also identify substrates that may be indirectly affected by the adaptor.
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Figure A1.2. Schematic depiction of the different steps in analysis by SILAC. The CIpXP-
trapped substrates in the SspB-expressing strain were labeled with a heavy isotope of leucine
and the ones in the SspB-knock-out strain were labeled with the regular leucine isotope. The
affinity-tagged ClpP'raP from both strains was purified and the associated proteins were analyzed
by mass spectrometry. The peptides corresponding to the cyan substrate were more abundant
in the presence of SspB whereas the ones corresponding to the brown substrate were more
abundant in the absence of SspB. Peptides of the green substrate were present in equal
amounts in the two strains.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. Trapping Experiment
The adaptor protein SspB has been shown to have both direct and indirect effects on the
degradation of certain ClpX substrates. To analyze these effects, a variant ClpPtraP was used to
compare the ClpX-substrate profile in cells with and without SspB. For ease of purification, an
affinity-tagged version of the CipPtraP was used in this assay (Fig A1.2). Both strains were c/pP,
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cIpA-, smpB-, and leuB-. Additionally, one strain was sspB~ whereas the other had an intact sspB
gene. Knocking out the endogenous c/pP ensured that all bona fide ClpXP substrates were
associated with the ClpPtraP and not degraded by any wild-type ClpP in the cells. ClpA was
removed resulting in all ClpP-trapped substrates being CIpX-specific. SmpB is a highly
conserved RNA-binding protein, which is necessary for the ssrA-tagging system (Karzai et al.,
1999). Because ssrA-tagged proteins constitute a large group of SspB-modulated CIpXP
substrates, a knock-out of smpB prevented any ssrA-tagged polypeptides from being trapped,
thereby allowing other substrates to associate with the ClpXPtrap protease. The LeuB protein is
involved in leucine biosynthesis and therefore when the gene was knocked out, the cells were
unable to synthesize the amino acid. Therefore, all incorporated leucine residues in the cell
were taken up from the media, ensuring maximal protein labeling.
After purification of the CpPtraP, the associated proteins were analyzed by mass spectrometry.
The SILAC ratio [H/L] of peptides corresponding to these associated proteins was used to
determine relative amounts trapped in the two strains. Differential labeling of the peptides
allowed an internal control making it possible to do this quantitative comparison. Table A1.1
shows a list of all the associated proteins in the two strains and their ratios.
Table A1.1: "Trapped" CIpX Substrates with and without SspB.U
SILAC
# Unique Ratio
Gene NCBI GI Peptide* [H/L] Description
0.03307472
0.062308842
0.136379646
0.150200339
0.247449506
0.255487439
0.285588453
0.295370236
0.295485139
0.297401635
0.30071026
0.307824472
0.313155106
0.366446456
0.369557748
GDP-D-mannose 4,6-dehydratase
50S ribosomal subunit protein L10
stress response DNA-binding protein
murein lipoprotein structural gene
p-D-Galactosidase
duplicate gene for EF-Tu subunit
outer membrane protein 3a
conserved protein
DNA-binding transcriptional regulator
FKBP-type peptidyl prolyl cis-trans
isomerase
predicted oxidoreductase
pyruvate formate lyase
UDP-GlcA C-4'-decarboxylase
RNA polymerase, w subunit
DNA-binding transcriptional dual
gmd
rplJ
dps
Ipp
lacZ
tufA
ompA
ydgA
dksA
slyD
yciW
pflB
arnA
rpoZ
crp
16129993
16131815
16128780
16129633
16128329
16131218
16128924
16129572
16128138
16131228
90111242
16128870
16130190
16131520
16131236
lpdA
atpA
ydjA
icdA
atpD
glgA
tsf
gImS
16128109
16131602
16129719
16129099
16131600
16131303
16128163
16131597
hisB 90111373 8
rpsA 16128878 11
yjaE 16131825 2
crl 16128226 2
cysN 16130658 12
htpG 16128457 4
hfq 16131994 2
ydjN 16129683 2
rpoB 16131817 22
yggB 16130825 2
gInD 16128160 6
sthA 90111670 2
rplB 16131196 5
rpsL 16131221 2
mreB 90111564 4
carB 16128027 27
ftsZ 16128088 13
mukB 16128891 3
cysK 16130340 3
cysC 16130657 3
prsA 16129170 6
rpoC 16131818 5
trkA 16131169 7
yleA 16128644 4
bioB
mopA
16128743
16131968
0.371386538
0.373309362
0.373547026
0.384845829
0.388688056
0.407811846
0.408440912
0.411484792
0.415150532
0.422182848
0.432554221
0.438954048
0.451743346
0.452704582
0.459707848
0.460814169
0.465248356
0.47002162
0.47878349
0.481921485
0.488606409
0.492806312
0.497706149
0.498530681
0.50024535
0.508638869
0.512612387
0.51500961
0.523058227
0.524155118
0.524186946
0.531161859
0.537304585
0.538111355
regulator
dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase
alpha subunit membrane-bound ATP
synthase
predicted oxidoreductase
isocitrate dehydrogenase
membrane-bound ATP synthase, @
subunit
glycogen synthase
elongation factor
L-glutamine:D-fructose-6-phosphate
aminotransferase
fused histidinol-
phosphatase/imidazoleglycerol-
phosphate dehydratase
30S ribosomal subunit protein S1
anti-RNA polymerase sigma 70 factor
sigma factor-binding protein
sulfate adenylyltransferase subunit 1
molecular chaperone Hsp90 family
RNA-binding protein
predicted transporter
RNA polymerase, @ subunit
mechanosensitive channel
uridylyltransferase
pyridine nucleotide transhydrogenase
50S ribosomal protein L2
30S ribosomal subunit protein S12
actin-like component of cell wall
structural complex MreBCD
carbamoyl phosphate synthase large
subunit
cell division protein
ATPase and DNA-binding subunit of
chromosome condensin MukBEF
cysteine synthase A
adenylylsulfate kinase
ribose-phosphate pyrophosphokinase
DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit
NAD-binding component of TrK
potassium transporter
2-octaprenyl-3-methyl-6-methoxy-1,4-
benzoquinol oxygenase
biotin synthase
Cpn60 chaperonin GroEL, large subunit
of GroESL
16128087 4
dnaK 16128008 47
fnr 16129295 3
yhdM 16131171 3
cyaA
ybaQ
rplL
ycbW
def
infB
priA
exbB
talB
pnp
16131658 13
90111140 5
16131816
90111193
16131166
16131060
16131773
16130904
16128002 2
49176320 6
rpoS 16130648 17
yebM 16129811 4
tpx 16129285 4
lexA 16131869 3
rne 16129047 14
iscU 16130454 2
ribB 16130937 4
gnd 16129970 3
nuoG 49176206 5
nadB
cysA
rpsJ
sucA
ptsl
pepB
acnB
16130499
16130348
16131200
16128701
16130342 8
90111453
16128111
ftsA 0.561163653
0.567455791
0.57922401
0.580850588
0.584152043
0.58587175
0.595151008
0.597165235
0.60003943
0.618479744
0.630008516
0.643756921
0.645098731
0.647908465
0.667068109
0.668445383
0.685171835
0.686666104
0.688418677
0.694653655
0.704497687
0.742868242
0.829906167
0.844571937
0.87368292
0.895161755
0.895430889
0.912767986
0.959706497
0.968978144
ATP-binding cell division protein involved
in recruitment of FtsK to Z ring
chaperone Hsp70, co-chaperone with
DnaJ
DNA-binding transcriptional dual
regulator
zntR; DNA-binding activator in response
to Zn(lI)
adenylate cyclase
predicted DNA-binding transcriptional
regulator
50S ribosomal subunit protein L7/L12
predicted protein
peptide deformylase
fused protein chain initiation factor 2
Primosome factor n' (replication factor Y)
membrane spanning protein in TonB-
ExbB-ExbD complex
transaldolase B
polynucleotide
phosphorylase/polyadenylase
RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38)
factor
znuC; zinc transporter subunit: ATP-
binding component of ABC superfamily
lipid hydroperoxide peroxidase
DNA-binding transcriptional repressor of
SOS regulon
fused ribonucleaseE:
endoribonuclease/RNA-binding
protein/RNA degradosome binding
protein
iron-sulfur cluster assembly scaffold
protein
3,4-dihyd roxy-2-butanone-4-phosphate
synthase
6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase
NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase, chain
G
quinolinate synthase
sulfate/thiosulfate transporter subunit
30S ribosomal protein S10
2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase El
component
phosphoenolpyruvate-protein
phosphotransferase
aminopeptidase B
bifunctional aconitate hydratase 2/2-
methylisocitrate dehydratase
typA
lepA
hfIB
ppx
nusA
sixA
nuoC
deaD
pgk
cIpB
ygj D
gyrA
hscA
purA
recN
nuoB
49176434
16130494
16131068
16130427
16131061
16130273
16130221
90111550
16130827
16130513
16130960
16130166
16130451
16131999
49176247
16130222
hsdR 16132171 5
gItB
ygfZ
atpF
eno
yfiD
yghJ
oppD
rseA
16131102
16130800
16131604
16130686
16130504
49176293
49176090
16130497
0.970655092
0.983569602
1.025161703
1.065069406
1.144782961
1.199472353
1.241774469
1.405830318
1.500470386
1.500986032
1.536278459
1.579162812
1.579644686
1.592173157
1.651572683
1.652159808
1.717417207
1.776028408
2.603434256
2.608348472
3.218067447
3.46501676
4.022076732
4.114054838
6.856055241
GTP-binding protein
GTP-binding protein
ATP-dependent metalloprotease
exopolyphosphatase
transcription termination/anti-termination
L factor
phosphohistidine phosphatase
bifunctional NADH:ubiquinone
oxidoreductase subunit C/D
ATP-dependent RNA helicase
phosphoglycerate kinase
protein disaggregation chaperone
putative DNA-binding protein
DNA gyrase (type 11 topoisomerase),
subunit A
DnaK-like molecular chaperone
adenylosuccinate synthetase
recombination and repair protein
NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase, chain
B
endonuclease R Type I restriction
enzyme
glutamate synthase, large subunit
Hda suppressor
F sector of membrane-bound ATP
synthase, subunit b
enolase
autonomous glycyl radical cofactor
predicted inner membrane lipoprotein
oligopeptide transporter subunit
anti-sigma factor E
V The substrates with < 2 peptides have been removed from the list. Potential SspB-interacting
substrates are shown in bold (with SILAC ratios > 2).
$This column shows the number of peptides for which both heavy and light species were
detected.
*This column shows the SILAC ratio, which is the average ratio of heavy-to-light peptides after
normalizing to amount of ClpPraP in the two strains.
II. Validation of Results
Despite certain caveats (discussed below), the results of the preliminary run look promising.
Many of the trapped proteins are true CIpX substrates, such as Dps and RseA (Flynn et al.,
2004; Stephani et al., 2003). Indeed, Dps is degraded by CIpXP in a CIpX N domain-dependent
manner and therefore competes with SspB for binding the N domain (Meyer et al., in prep).
Therefore, it was expected that Dps would be trapped more in the absence of SspB, which was
indeed the case in our study with the Dps SILAC ratio being considerably low (0.13) indicating
over-representation in the sspB strain (Table A1.1). The adaptor RssB-mediated as
degradation is also N domain-dependent leading to higher levels of as trapped in the sspB-
strain. Similarly, the very high SILAC ratio of RseA (6.86) shows that the anti-sigma factor is
trapped more in the sspB* strain, as would be expected from an SspB-interacting substrate.
The proteins that were preferentially trapped in the presence of SspB could be potential SspB-
modulated substrates. Similar to NRseA and ssrA-tagged substrates, SspB may directly interact
with these substrates and deliver them to CIpXP for degradation. Using a SILAC ratio > 2 as
cut-off, candidates for this group of substrates include OppD, YghJ, YfiD, Eno, AtpF, and YgfZ
(Table A1.1). However, because of general over-representation of membrane-bound proteins in
trapping experiments, Eno, YfiD, and YgfZ are more likely to be CIpX substrates. To validate
this result, the in vivo degradation of these substrates would have to be tested in wild-type,
c/pX, and sspB- strains to probe possible roles of CIpX and SspB. The three candidates can
also be purified and tested for in vitro degradation mediated by CIpX and SspB. In fact, affinity-
tagged YgfZ was purified and its degradation tested in vitro. Because YgfZ is a putative folate-
binding protein (Teplyakov et al., 2004), degradation was also tested in the presence of folate.
However, there was no observable degradation under the conditions tested here (Fig. A1.3). It
is possible that additional factors that were not present in the in vitro experiment may be
required for YgfZ degradation. Another possibility is that YgfZ gets degraded only under specific
conditions which were not mimicked in this assay. Investigating in vivo degradation of YgfZ may
be able to address these concerns and provide more conclusive results.
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Figure A1.3. In vitro degradation of YgfZ by CIpXP. Western blots showing degradation of YgfZ
with and without SspB in the (a) absence of folate and (b) presence of folate.
Ill. Caveats
There were certain caveats to the trapping experiment, which must be considered when
analyzing the results of this work. The experiment was done once and should be repeated
before starting the intensive process of testing degradation of individual substrates trapped in
the assay. There were certain technical difficulties when doing this experiment. Interestingly, the
sspB- strain had a slightly faster growth rate compared to the sspB* strain. This result was
consistently observed in multiple growth experiments. When harvesting cells expressing the
CipptraP, the two strains were grown to the same OD600 followed by a 2-hour-induction of protein
expression before mixing the two strains. Because of the different growth rates, mixing of equal
amounts of cells of the two strains may not have been very accurate. This problem was
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reflected in the different amounts of ClpPaP purified from the two strains (look below for
explanation). However, to compensate for the different ClpPtraP levels in the two strains, the
SILAC ratios reported here were normalized to the [H/L] ratio of peptides corresponding to the
ClpPtrap.
In addition, the yield of the trapping experiment was modest and it may be ideal to scale up the
experiment to ensure maximal trapping. The myc3-TEV-His 6-ClpPtraP did not bind well to the anti-
myc beads and therefore there was considerable loss of protein at that purification step
(Materials and Methods section). The inadequate binding to anti-myc beads may be because of
oversaturation of the beads. A similar problem was observed in the nickel-NTA-binding step
used to remove Clpptrap. During the purification of ClpPtraP-associated proteins, there was a step
to remove the ClpPtraP but the substantial amount of CIpPtraP still present in the final sample
indicate that all the His 6-ClpPaP did not bind to the nickel-NTA resin. It may be better to use
more beads when repeating the experiment to eliminate the ClpPtrap, although not removing the
trap provides the added advantage of having an internal control to normalize the SILAC ratios,
as was done in this work.
The proteomic screen also leaves open the possibility of false positives resulting from non-
specific interactions of proteins with the CipPapt. Abundant proteins are especially likely to be
trapped even if they are not CIpXP substrates. To remove these false positives from the list of
potential CIpX substrates, the CipPtaP can be expressed in a c/pX cIpA~ strain, which should
trap any non-specific binders.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Trapping Strains
For the proteomic screen, mutations (c/pA::kan and cIpP::cat for both sspB* and sspB~ strains;
sspB::kan for the sspB- strain) were introduced into the starting strain E. coli W31 10 AsmpB
AleuB (Neher et al., 2006) using P1 transductions to generate the two strains: W31 10 AsmpB
AleuB cIpA::kan clp::cat (TC57) and W3110 AsmpB AleuB AsspB cIpA::kan clp::cat (TC58). The
plasmid pJF105 expressing myc3-TEV-His 6-ClpPtrap (Flynn et al., 2003) was then transformed
into the TC56 and TC57 to form the ClpPtaP over-expression strains TC58 (sspB*) and TC59
(sspB-) respectively.
Protein Purification
The strains TC58 and TC59 were grown in defined media as described in Neher et al. (2006).
TC58 was grown in media supplemented with the heavy isotope of leucine (Cambridge
Isotopes) whereas TC59 was grown in media with the regular leucine. The ClpPaP was over-
expressed for 2 hours at 30*C and equal amounts of cells were mixed. The cells were
resuspended in S1 buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8), 300 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol,
5 mM imidazole) followed by lysis using a French Press (25,000 psi). Protease inhibitor cocktail
Ill (Calbiochem) was added and the lysate spun down to remove cell debris. The supernatant
was incubated with nickel-NTA agarose beads (Qiagen) for 2 hours at 40C. The beads were
washed with S1 buffer followed by W20 buffer (S1 buffer with 20 mM imidazole). Fractions were
eluted with W500 (S1 buffer with 500 mM imidazole) and the concentrated fractions buffer-
exchanged into PBS (150 mM NaCl, 20 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.3)) using PD-10 desalting
columns (GE Healthcare). The eluate was incubated for 2 hours at 40C with anti-myc agarose
beads (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), pre-equilibrated in PBS. The beads were washed
sequentially with PBS, PBS-T (PBS + 0.1% Tween 20), and TEV reaction buffer (1 M Tris Cl
(pH 8), 10 mM EDTA). Recombinant TEV protease (Invitrogen) was then added to the beads
resuspended in TEV reaction buffer. After incubation for 30 minutes at room temperature, the
beads were spun down and the supernatant was collected (elution 1). The step was repeated to
collect 3 more eluted fractions. The most concentrated fractions were pooled and dialyzed in
two steps into buffered 2 M urea followed by 8 M urea. The dialyzed sample (in buffered 8 M
urea) was incubated with nickel-NTA beads to remove ClpPtraP and the flow-through collected
and concentrated using Amicon tubes (Millipore).
The ygfZ gene was amplified by PCR from E. coli W31 10 genomic DNA and cloned into the
over-expression vector pET28b. The resulting plasmid was transformed into E. coli BL21
(DE3)/pLysS strain. The N-terminally His-tagged YgfZ was over-expressed at 370C and the cell
pellets resuspended in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8), 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM
imidazole, 1mM DTT (lysis buffer). The cells were lysed using lysozyme and treated with
benzonase (Novagen) to remove nucleic acids. The lysate was cleared by centrifugation and
the supernatant was incubated for 1 hour at 40C with nickel-NTA agarose beads, pre-
equilibrated in lysis buffer. The beads were collected by centrifugation, resuspended, and
washed sequentially with lysis buffer and wash buffer (lysis buffer containing 20 mM imidazole).
Bound protein was eluted in five fractions using buffer containing 500 mM imidazole. Fractions
containing YgfZ were identified by SDS-PAGE, buffer-exchanged into 20 mM Tris Cl (pH 7.5),
100 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT using PD-10 columns, pooled, and the concentration determined by
UV absorption at 280 nm.
In vitro Degradation Assay
YgfZ (100 nM), with or without folic acid (300 nM), was incubated with E coli ClpXP (0.3 pM
CIpX 6; 0.8 pM CIpP14 ) in the presence or absence of E coli SspB (300 nM monomer) at 300C in
PD buffer plus an ATP-regeneration system (Flynn et al., 2001). PD buffer contained 25 mM
HEPES-KOH (pH 7.6), 5 mM KCI, 15 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl 2, 0.032% NP-40, and 10% glycerol.
The ATP-regeneration system contained 5 mM ATP, 50 pg/mL creatine kinase, and 5 mM
creatine phosphate. Because of difficulty in resolving the bands corresponding to YgfZ and
creatine kinase, a western blot was used to monitor YgfZ degradation. The samples were run on
a 12.5% Tris-Glycine gel and transferred to a PVDF membrane (Millipore). The membrane was
incubated with primary anti-His rabbit antibody (1:5000) followed by goat anti-rabbit antibody
(1:5000). The blot was then developed using ECF substrate (GE Healthcare) and scanned on a
Typhoon 9400 (GE Healthcare).
APPENDIX 11
In Vitro Degradation of the ribosomal protein S7 by CIpXP
INTRODUCTION
Energy-dependent protein degradation by bacterial proteases plays essential roles in protein
quality control and various regulatory processes in a cell. The proteases are compartmentalized
with separate ATPase and proteolytic components (see Chapter 1). The ATPases belong to the
AAA+ (ATPases associated with various cellular activities) super-family, members of which
share a characteristic core ATPase domain. The AAA+ proteins can associate with proteolytic
components to form active proteases such as CIpXP. CIpXP consists of the hexameric AAA+
protein ClpX and the tetradecameric serine peptidase CIpP. Both components are ring-like and
stack to form a barrel-like structure. The active site serine residues in CIpP are sequestered in
the internal chamber, to which access is controlled by CIpX. ClpX recognizes, unfolds, and
translocates substrates into the active site chamber of the protease where the polypeptide is
hydrolyzed by CIpP (Sauer et al., 2004).
It is very important for intracellular proteases to attain high levels of specificity given their access
to proteins involved in key biological processes. Both domains of CIpX, the N-terminal domain
and the ATPase domain, are involved in substrate selection. ClpX is typically able to identify
substrates through recognition signals located near their N- or C-termini. One well-characterized
recognition signal is an 11-residue degradation tag (degron) known as the ssrA tag. A
specialized RNA called ssrA directs addition of the degradation signal to the C-terminus of
incomplete polypeptides when ribosomes stall during translation (Karzai et al., 2000). CIpXP is
able to recognize molecular elements in the ssrA tag and remove these aberrant polypeptides
from the cell.
ClpX and other proteases also use additional proteins known as adaptors to modulate substrate
selection. These adaptors can influence substrate choice and degradation rates by proteases.
Multiple ClpX-specific adaptor proteins have been identified in E.coli. They interact
simultaneously with the N-terminal domain of ClpX and specific substrates to facilitate CIpXP-
mediated degradation. In general, adaptors have the potential to affect substrate specificity as
well as expand the repertoire of substrates that can be degraded by proteases. Therefore,
studying adaptor-mediated substrate selection should provide a more complete picture of how
proteolysis is regulated to suit the cell's needs.
The ClpX-specific adaptor SspB functions as a delivery protein by tethering substrates to CIpX
and increasing degradation rates by lowering the Michaelis-Menten constant (Km) at low
substrate concentrations (Dougan et al., 2003; Levchenko et al., 2000; Wah et al., 2003). SspB
consists of a folded N-terminal domain followed by a flexible linker and a short C-terminal tail
region. The folded domain forms the substrate-binding domain (SBD) whereas the C-terminal
tail region is responsible for interacting with the N domain of ClpX and is thus known as the XB
region (ClpX-binding) (Dougan et al., 2003; Wah et al., 2003). E. coli SspB directly interacts with
two known ClpX substrates: ssrA-tagged proteins and the N-terminal cleavage fragment of the
extracytoplasmic stress protein RseA (NRseA) (Flynn et al., 2004; Flynn et al., 2001; Levchenko
et al., 2000). There is surprisingly limited sequence similarity between the SspB-binding regions
on the ssrA tag and NRseA (Flynn et al., 2004; Levchenko et al., 2005). Although the substrates
bind overlapping sites on SspB, they bind in opposite orientations and share only one common
interaction with the adaptor (Levchenko et al., 2005; Levchenko et al., 2003; Song and Eck,
2003). Thus, although there are two well-characterized SspB binding partners in E.coli, it is
currently impossible to predict interaction between ClpX substrate(s) and SspB based on purely
amino acid sequence motifs (Fig A2.1).
There is experimental evidence, however, suggesting that the degradation of additional CIpXP
substrates may be affected by SspB (Flynn et al., 2004). NRseA was identified as an SspB-
modulated ClpX substrate when Flynn et al. (2004) compared the CIpX substrate profiles of
cells in the presence and absence of SspB by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis and mass
spectrometry. Their results indicated that NRseA was preferentially degraded by ClpXP in the
presence of SspB and further studies showed that SspB directly interacts with NRseA to
increase NRseA's degradation rate. There were additional CIpX substrates which, based on the
proteomic analysis of Flynn et al. (2004), appeared to be positively affected by SspB although
follow-up experiments were not carried out to verify whether or not the adaptor was participating
directly in degradation of these substrates.
Work done by Butland et al. (2005) identified S7, a protein in the 30S ribosomal subunit,
amongst a number of potential SspB-interacting proteins. In addition, previous experiments
have indicated that S7 interacts with CIpXP in vivo (Neher et al., 2006). Interestingly, there is
compelling evidence that proteolysis may play a role in regulating the levels of ribosomal
proteins (Flynn, 2004; Kuroda et al., 2001; Nishii et al., 2005; Petersen, 1990). This regulation is
particularly important during amino acid starvation conditions when ribosomal proteins are
degraded to generate amino acids for synthesizing stress-response enzymes. Therefore, S7
seemed a reasonable candidate ClpXP substrate, which may additionally be interacting with the
adaptor SspB.
The S7 level in the cell is tightly regulated, which is perhaps not surprising given its role in
initiating assembly of the 30S ribosomal subunit (Nowotny and Nierhaus, 1988). S7 is a
translational repressor of its own operon (str operon), which codes for the ribosomal proteins S7
and S12 as well as the elongation factors EF-Tu and EF-G (Dean et al., 1981; Saito et al.,
1994). Over-expression of S7 confers a growth defect, possibly due to translational repression
of the str mRNA (Fredrick et al., 2000; Robert and Brakier-Gingras, 2001). Given the key role of
S7 in ribosomal assembly, it is plausible that proteolysis may also be involved in regulating S7
levels in the cell. One possibility is that degradation is used to remove free S7, thereby
alleviating its inhibitory effect on the str operon.
Here, we use an in vitro approach to investigate the possible roles of CIpXP and SspB on S7
proteolysis.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The first step in testing S7 as a potential CIpXP and SspB substrate was to check in vitro
degradation of purified S7 by CIpXP (Fig A2.1a). CIpXP was able to degrade S7 and the
degradation rate appeared to be enhanced by SspB. However, there were technical difficulties
in this assay. There was nucleic acid contamination of the purified protein despite treatment with
nucleases during the purification procedure. Because of high UV absorbance of the contaminant
at 260 nm, it was not possible to obtain an accurate measurement of S7 concentration. In
addition, S7 had low solubility during the purification process resulting in loss of protein at
different stages of the procedure. The purification was repeated using higher salt concentration
in all buffers and, although S7 solubility improved in the presence of high salt, the purification
was still not optimal.
To bypass the problem of nucleic acid contamination, S7 was purified under denaturing
conditions and then refolded. In vitro degradation assays were repeated using this version of S7
and, as expected, CIpXP degraded S7. However, the previously observed enhancement of S7
degradation rate by SspB was difficult to reproduce (Fig A2.1 b). Although there appeared to be
a slight increase in degradation rate in the presence of the adaptor, the increase was not as
substantial as that observed in earlier experiments. It is possible that the S7 concentration used
in this assay was high enough to saturate the protease, thereby making it difficult to observe
any rate enhancement by the adaptor. The nucleic acid contaminant in the natively purified S7
may have had an effect, making the result difficult to interpret. Additional experiments are
required to confirm a role for SspB in S7 degradation.
Although it is unclear if SspB plays a role in S7 degradation, in vitro degradation of S7 by CIpXP
was consistently observed. To elucidate features of the S7-ClpX interaction, degradation was
tested using a variant CIpX without the N domain. This CIpXAN variant forms an active protease
with CIpP but cannot interact with adaptor proteins and some substrates such as the phage
MuA protein and the DNA-binding protein Dps (Abdelhakim et al., 2008; Meyer et al., in prep;
Thibault et al., 2006). Interestingly, ClpXANP was unable to degrade S7 with or without the
nucleic acid contaminant, indicating a possible role of ClpX N domain in selection of S7 (Fig
A2.1c, d).
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Figure A2.1. In vitro degradation of the N-terminally His-tagged ribosomal protein S7.
(a) In vitro degradation of S7 (purified under native conditions) by ClpXP, with and without
SspB.
(b) In vitro degradation of S7 (purified under denaturing conditions) by ClpXP, with and without
SspB.
(c) In vitro degradation of S7 (purified under native conditions) by ClpXANP, with and without
SspB.
(d) In vitro degradation of S7 (purified under denaturing conditions) by ClpXANP, with and
without SspB.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cloning and over-expression of S7
The rpsG (S7) gene was amplified by PCR from E.coliW31 10 genomic DNA and cloned into the
over-expression vector pET28b to purify an N-terminally His-tagged fusion protein. The plasmid
was transformed into E.coli BL21 (DE3)/pLysS cells and S7 expression induced for 2 hours at 37
0C. For the native purification protocol, cells were resuspended in 50 mM sodium phosphate
buffer (pH 8), 500 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole (3 mL buffer/g of cells) and kept frozen at -80*C
until ready for protein purification. For the denaturing purification protocol, the cell pellets were
frozen (without resuspension).
S7 Purification under native conditions
The thawed cells were lysed by French Press (25,000 psi) and protease inhibitor cocktail Ill
(Calbiochem) (0.67 pL/mL lysate) added to the lysate. The cell debris was spun down and the
supernatant added to Ni-NTA beads (Qiagen). After incubation for 1 hour at 40C, the beads
were washed with 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8), 500 mM NaCl, 20 mM imidazole.
Fractions were eluted with 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8), 500 mM NaCl, 250 mM
imidazole and the concentrated ones were dialyzed into 50 mM Tris Cl (pH 8.5), 1 M KCI, 10%
glycerol, 0.01% Triton X-100.
S7 Purification under denaturing conditions
The cell pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer (0.1 M sodium phosphate, 10 mM Tris, 6 M
GuHCI (pH 8)) and spun down. The supernatant was incubated with Ni-NTA beads for 1 hour at
room temperature and then washed with lysis buffer before elution with 0.2 M acetic acid, 6 M
GuHCI. The fractions containing protein were refolded by slowly diluting into excess buffer (50
mM Tris Cl (pH 8.5), 1 M NaCl, 10% glycerol, 0.01% Triton X-100) on a stir-plate. The protein
was then concentrated using spin columns (Amicon) and the concentration determined by UV
absorption at 280 nm.
In vitro Dearadation Assavs
The assays were carried out at 300C in PD buffer, which contained 25 mM HEPES-KOH (pH
7.6), 5 mM KCI, 15 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgC 2 , 0.032% NP-40, and 10% glycerol. The ATP-
regeneration system, containing 5 mM ATP, 50 pg/mL creatine kinase, and 5 mM creatine
phosphate, was added to the reaction mix. The concentrations of E.coli CIpX6 and CIpP 14 were
0.3 pM and 0.8 pM respectively. The ClpXAN concentration was 0.3 pM and E.coli SspB
concentration was either 0.15 pM or 0.5 pM (dimer equivalents). Concentration of S7 (purified
under denaturing conditions) in the reaction was 5 pM. It was not possible to accurately
calculate concentration of natively purified S7 because of nucleic acid contamination resulting in
high absorbance at 260 nm. The amount of S7 added to the reaction was estimated so as it
would be in the easily detectable range on 12.5% Tris-Glycine gels stained with Coomassie
Blue stain.
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